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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND ABSTRACT

OlkTECTIVE

The objectivo nf this study was to contributo data and
analyses . conducive to the development of criteria for establishing

;. earthquake hazard potential in the southeastern United States.
.

!,

| TASKS
i
b The first task was to provide support for the installation and
' _

j' maintenance of the Georgia / Alabama Regional Seismographic Network.
j The network is an educational and research component of the School -

6 of- Earth and Atmospheric Sciences at The' Georgia Institute of-

I Tochnology.. During this project, the seismic network consisted of
j - seven stations in Alabama, five stations in southeastern Tennessee,
f two - stations ~ in South Carolina and five to eight stations is
[ Georgia. The-seismic net included three three-component short-
: . porlod stations. All data were telemotered to Georgia' Tech in
[ Atlanta, ; Georgia, . for recording on analog recorders and event
j- recorded on a digital computer.
;

The second task was to- monitor the seismic activity in-i: >

' 1 southeastern Tennessee, northorn Alabama, and. Georgia. The data
were used and continue to be used in appropriate topical studios.

,

i. RESULTS:-
:
E The Georgia / Alabama rc.ional Seismographic Network has
! . enhanced tho ' understanding of seismicity in the southeastern United

States _ by (1) identifying and defining mechanisms for distinct
' types of earthquakes, (2) contributing data to other investigators,'
F 'and :(3) supporting topical ~ studies on ' seismolegical problems

:relitted to-the propagation and genoration of seismic waves.

. (1) Studios made possible by- the Georgia / Alabama Regional
feismographic Network have led to. the development of a theory to

,

explain , major _ ,intraplato carthquakes.- The- model_ _ for_ major
intraplate earthquakes. explains how tectonic plate stress can be
converted or concentrated for1 release :in major :intraplate earth-
quakes.1 The: process starts by - a . decrease in .the strength of the

'

,

F lower crust (most likely by=a-change-in the fluid regime) and a-
nubsequent weakening of the stress channel, the mid-crustal zone of!

- high strength subject to forces at plate boundaries. -The decrease
,

[ in strength _- allows - deformation nin a . central ~ core (the : weakened '

-zone) and a. concentration of stress _on the'b_oundary of this core.L

; Further weakening'and,the concentration of stress at the edge:of
the core.can load to a - major earthquake. Following. a major

lii
e

!

!
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earthquake, the area remains active in an extended aftershock
sequence. The mechanism is explained in Long (1988) and is given
in this report.

In this study, we have related the focal mechanisms of
earthquakes in southeastern Tennessee to theoretical computations
of stress in and around a weak zone consistent with the model of
Long (1988). There is a strong implication in the analyses and
data from this and related studies that a major earthquake has
occurred (or could occur) in the southeastern Tennessee seismic
zone, We base this conclusion on the following observations:

1) Focal mechanism of small earthquakes in southeastern
Tennessee correlate with a pattern of stress consistent with a weak
zone in a compressed plate.

2) The pattern of epicenters extending in a northeast-
southwest direction in southeastern Tennessee is very similar in
shape and size to the New Madrid seismic zone.

3) Travel time residuals suggest anomalously low velocity in
a zone southwest of Knoxville.

4) Coda decay in local earthquakes suggest anomalously low Q
in a zone southwest of Knoxville.

5) The seismicity underlies a sedimentary basin which
penetrates to depths of seven kilometers into the crust.

6) The earthquakes occur at depths of 8 to 20 km, and can not
be explained by surface phenomena.

7) The gravity and magnetic data suggest that the crust
responsible for the seismicity is a Precambrian rift, analogous in
structure and composition to the crust underlying the New Madrid
seismic zone.

The existence of nuclear power plants within a radius of 400
km from southeastern Tennessee conveys a need for careful moni-
toring of the seismicity of southeastern Tennessee.

The potential existence of a crustal zone capable of support-
ing a major intraplate earthquake in thu southeastern United States
may be limited to southeastern Tennessee (and Charleston, South
Carolina). Other areas of observed seismicity, such as the
Piedmont of Georgia and South Carolina, are populated by a
distinctly di f f erent , type of earthquake. Earthquakes in the
Piedmont crystalline province are shallow (less than 5 km deep),
are consistent with f ailure along existing joints, are predominant-
ly associated with reservoir impoundment, and with this mechanism
may have a practical upper magnitude limit of 5.7.

iv
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;

! The seismicity of Alabama, apart from events in northeastern
i Alabataa associated with the southeastern Tennessee seismicity, is

largely induced by coal mining practices, such as the longwall
method of extraction, and are typically shallow collapse events.

(2) The network data have been routinely made available
to the community and published in the SEUSSN Bulletin.

(3) Topical studies at Georgia Tech have used the network data
as a basis for numerous observational studies and for comparisons
with theoretical exercises. Topical studies include: (1) an,

investigation of a strata collapse behind a longwall in an Alabama
coal mine, (2; a study of reservoir induced events in the Richard
B. Russell reservoir area showing correlation of the events with
the Middleton-Loundesville Fault Zone, and (3) focal mechanisms in
southeastern Tennessee showing a pattern of stress orientation
consistent with a weak zone in a stressed crust as the cause of the.

southeastern Tennessee seismicity.;
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GEORGIA / ALABAMA REGIONAL SEISMOGRAPHIC NETWORK j

ghipptives

The objective of this study was to contribute data and
analyses conducive to the development of criteria for establishing
earthquake hazard potential in the southeastern United States. The
main tasks were to install and maintain a seismic network and to
monitor the seismic activity in eastern Tennessee, northern
Alabama, and Georgia. The data were contributed to the southeast-
ern U. S. regional bulletin. Also, availabic information was used
in appropriate topical studies.

Specific objectives for network maintenance and seismic
monitoring were as follows:

* Install or provide about 16 short-period seismograph stations
deployed in Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia. This network was to
be operated with a maximum of 5 percent downtime.

* Obtain ar.d/or reaffirm use permits and telemetry service to
convey the data to a contral recording point.

* Provide all seismic phase readings and hypocenter locations to |
the Southeast U. S. Seismographic Network Bulletin.

* Provide a recording medium with on-line digital recording at the ,

'

Central Recording Facility.

* Report any significant earthquake within the study region to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission within 24 hours.

* Relocate and/or establish new seismograph stations as it becomes
necessary after approval of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Objectives for topical studies are as follows:

* Study the spatial and temporal distributions, including earth-
quake recurrence rates, of seismicity and relate them to structural
features.

* Identify parameters that influence seismic processes within the
network area and use these in defining seismogenic/ tectonic
provinces.

* Study crustal and upper mantle velocity structure in the United
States based on the current data from the network.

Study the magnitudes of historic events using magnitude-felt area*

1
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relationships and obtain the magnitudo-frequency relationships.

* Evaluate the relative significance of results obtained in each of
the above analyses as they impact the determination of seismic
hazards.

Summary of Reruits and Findinas

Network maintenance and seismic monitoring

During the period of 1 August, 1985, to 31 July, 1989, the
Georgia / Alabama Regional Seismic Net recorded data from 22 stations
located as shown is figure 1. The Clarks Hill Reservoir Area and
the area of Lake Richard B. Russell were monitored by five
stations. The state of Georgia was monitored by five additional
stations. Seven stations were located in Alabama and five in
southeastern Tennessee. The Alabama, Tennessee and northwest
Georgia stations constitute coverage for the termination of the
Southern Appalachian seismic zone. System ca)ibration was
maintained by periodic laboratory evaluation of individual
stations. During June 1989 a recalibration of all stations was
completed.

Graphical representation of operational status

Downtime was a strong function of season, principally because
of failures induced by lightening or corrosion. Georgia and the
southeastern United States experience the second highest lightening
strike incidence in the United States. Downtime at station CH6 was
due to lumbering activity. The phone line service provided by
Georgia Power was terminated in 1988 and station TVG will be down
until alternatives are found or until a local not is reinstalled
near TVG in 1991 to monitor the filling of the reservoir. The
graphical representation of the operational status of the network
is given in the form of the daily log of recording and is given in
figure 2a-d.

Recorded Seismicity

The carthquakes recorded on the Georgia / Alabama Regional
Scismographic Network have been published in the Southeastern
United States Seismic Networks Bulletin. The principal areas for
contribution are Alabama, Georgia and southeastern Tennessee.
Supplemental data for events in South Carolina, North Carolina and
the remainder of Tennessee were reported for special and large
events. The seismicity reported by this project are plotted on
figure 3.

2
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! Continuation of network studies
>

,

During the unfunded o':ension from August, 1989, to October
i 31, 1990, the contract provided only communication costs for the

network. Most importantly, the extension has provided timo to |

completo some of the topical studios initiated during the final |
year. Also, the extension has provided time to phase down the size l

of the network. Repair and maintenance will be absorbed by Georgia
Toch to the extent possible. Following completion of the contract
on October 31, 1990, the seismic data will continue to be recorded.'

As station fail, they will be taken off lino. Georgia Toch will4

continue to maintain a teaching and research soismic not in Georgia
for which alternato communication facilities are available.

1

Many of the topical studios were theses topics under inves- ,

tigation by master's and Ph.D. students. Such students of ten need
more time to develop background materials and capabilities and they
do not fool constrained by contract deadlines. The unfunded

,

continuation allowed students thoses that are nearing completion
I to be recognized as contributing to the project. Topics of those

theses are as follows:

;- (1) The inversion of short period surface waves in Alabama is
a Master's thesis topic for Argun Kocaoglu. The study used the Rg

]
phase which is well recorded from the many mining related events in
contral Alabama. The group velocity for each path was computed
from spectral amplitudo versus group velocity plots generated by
using a maximum entropy spectral estimator. Those group velocities
woro used in a tomographic datormination of the group velocity in.

selected blocks. After solving for the group velocity in each
block, the structure for the block was obtained by inversion of the
computed group velocity. The method resolved structures to a depth
of 2.5 km.

(2) The frequency dependence of amplitude decay in the shear
; or Lg waves in Alabama was the Master's thesis topic of David Chen.

Approximately 25 ovents recorded at a minimum of 3 stations woro
chosen for spectral analyses of the shear or Lg arrival. The
distance range of the recordings in Alabama ar7 25 to 150 km, with

- somo events recorded at 250 km in southeastern Tennessoo.
Estimates of spectral amplitudo from 0.5 Hz to 32 Hz in 6 iB
incromonts woro obtained from blasts digitized sinco syscom
calibration in June 1989. A least squarca reduction for attenua-
tion rates included station corrections and equivalent source
amplitudo as a function of frequency.

(3) The modeling of scismic coda was the Ph.D. topic of Mitchr

| Craig and the results of this study are presented in Appendix 1..
| The model is essential for developing an inverse technique for
'

computing - the spatial distribution of scattering intensity and
attenuation,

i

1 3

I

I
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Abstracts of Presentations

Abstracts of talks which were made possible by data and
research related to the Georgia / Alabama Regional Seismographic
Network are presented below. These abstracts cover the time period
of August 1985 to completion of the contract.

4

ATTENUATION OF THE I.G WAVE IN NORTHERN ALABAMA

DEMERE, Judy and LONG, L.T., School of Geophysical Sciences,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332

ABSTRACT The maximum sustained amplitudes of the Lg phase were
measured on 76 seismograms from 16 Alabama mining related events
recorded on seven stations of the Georgia / Alabama seismographic
Network. Distances ranged from 30 to 300 km in the area covering
the terminus of the Southern Appalachians in northern Alabama.
Station corrections, Sc, were incorporated in the least squares
reduction for event magnitudes using a magnitude equation in the
form (m =B+C Log (Dist.) + Sc) . Stations MLA, in the thickb
Coastal Plano, and CCA, in the Appalachian Plateau, were consis-
tently lower in amplitude and required positive corrections. The
constant C for Alabama was 1.2, which suggests greater attenuation
' than implied by the 0.9 value for C in Nuttli's magnitude equation
for the Central United States. Brate proportional to D'W(Sin (D))*y assuning an Airy phase decaythe rate of decay suggests an
average value et Q=800.

A Talk presented at the Eastern Section, Seismological Society of
America Mocting, October 1989.

DETERMINISTIC MODELING AND INVERSION OF THE P-WAVE CODA

CRAIG, M,S., LONG, C.F., and TIE, A. School of Geophysical
Sciences, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332

ABSTRACT: The P- and S-wave coda from earthquakes in southeastern
Tennessee exhibit different degrees of scattering. In order to
model zones of anomalous scattering and to model the frequency
dependence of the scatterers, we assume that each scatterer is a
sphere and-compute the effects of propagation on each scattered
wavelet. Thus, the scismic coda is modeled as a superposition of
wavelets scattered from spherical heterogenaitjes embedded in a
three-dimensional clastic medium. The scattered waves for an
incident P-wave are determined for wavelengths as short as 1/3 the
radius of the sphere using Bessel functions up to order 15. This
provides P and SV responses as a function of scattering angle and
wavelength for the material contrasts used to calculate the effects
of scattering. Absorptive attenuation and scatterer response are
combined in the frequency domain and minimum phase is determined by

4
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spectral factorization. These spectral responses are calculated |

for each raypath, corrected for geometric spreading and free- !

surface effects, time-shif ted according to the length of the travel !

path and superimposed to obtain the complete coda. The inverse
method combines coda information from a group of seismograms
recorded by a regional network. Since each arrival in a' coda
corresponds to a raypath from source to scatterer to receiver, the
arrival tino constrains the scatterer to lie on a shell which
encloses the source and receiver. Meas intercepted by the shell
are assigned weights depending on the energy density of the coda at
the corresponding time and trs properties of the propagation path.
By stacking data from sv +ral earthquakes and stations, the
principal scatterers can be resolved as points where many of the
heavily weighted shells intersect. |

A Talk presented at the Eastern Section, Seismological Society of
America % ' ting, October 1989.

THE SEISMIC CODA AS A RESULT OF SCATTERED BODY WAVES: MODELING AND
INVERSE METHO 3

CRAIG, M. , and L.T. IDNG, School of Geophysical Sciences, Georgia
Institute of Technology, Atlanta GA 30332

ABSTRACT: The seismic coda is modeled as a series of wavelets
scattered from spherical heterogeneities embedded in a three-
dimensional clastic medium. Using this scattering model, synthetic
scismograms_are prepared for source and receiver locations which
correspond to those of several digitally-recorded events. Both
carthquakes and explosions are modeled, using oriented double-
couple and spherically symmetric sources, respectively. Geometric
spreading, absorptive and scattering attenuation, the free-surf ace
effect, and instrument response are taken into account. Singly-
scattered arrivals are obtained individually by calculating
response-and lapse time corresponding to each scatterer in the
medium. This is done independently for p- and S-waves. The
individual contributions are then superimposed to obtain the
complete coda. The agreement between synthetic and observed
seismograms is quite good in several cases.

The locations and relative contributions of the principal
scatterers in a region can be determined by an inverse method which
utilizes the scattering- model of the seismic coda. The method

i

L combines coda information from a group of seismograms recorded by
a regional network. Since each arrival in a coda corresponds to a'

raypath from source to scatterer to receiver, the arrival time
constrains the scatterer to lie on a shell which encloses the,

source and receiver. In the case of a constant-velocity medium
this shell is ellipsoidal with foci at the source and receiver.
Areas intercepted by the shell are assigned appropriate weights
depending on the energy density of the coda and a propagation

5
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1 factor which includes geometrical and absorptive attenuation and
normalized source amplitude. Energy density is preferred over
instantaneous amplitude as a measure of coda strength because of
the lesser time precision needed. By stacking data from several )

l earthquakes and stations, the principal scatterers can be resolved
i

i as the points where many of the heav;.ly weighted shells intersect. '

The resulting scatterer distribution is tested by using it as a
1 model to generate synthetic seismograms for several combinations of
] source and receiver locations. This technique makes no assumption
! of horizontal layering and may prove more appropriate than
j conventional reflection or direct-raypath tomographic methods in
: regions where there is strong and heterogeneous scattering.
,

j Presented at the IASpEI meeting, September 1, 1989, Turkey
i

! A LOCAL SHALLOWING OF THE BRITTLE-DUCTILE TRANSITION CAN EXPLAIN
| SOME INTRAPLATE SEISMIC ZONES
:

! LONG, L. T. and K.-H. ZELT, School of Geophysical Sciences,
; Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta GA 30332

ADSTRACT: A local decrease in the strength of the crust, which
would accompany a shallowing of the brittle-ductile transition,;

could concentrate crustal deformation through viscous or disloca-
'

tion creep in response to existing regional plate stress. Two-
! dimensional finite element models, which include a regional plate

stress and various chapes of a local decrease in crustal strength,,

show concentrations of stress at the brittle-ductile transition'

'

currounding the local decrease in strength. The deformation and,

stress of the model suggest that strike slip faulting should
dominate in the central local area of decrease in crustal strength.
Outside the central area, the deformation of the crust in the
vicinity of the brittle-ductile transition predicts that the'

dominant strike slip faulting should exhibit components of normal
and reverse faulting, and that these components should be more
pronounced above the brittle-ductile transition. In southeastern
Tennessee the seismicity is diffused over a-narrow. elliptical zone
trending northeast with the greatest concentration of activity near
the center. Focal mechanism solutions (43 in total) agree with the
predictions of the finite element model within the confidence,

levels of the solutions. The central zone is characterized by deep
strike slip focal mechanisms and events surrounding the central

,

zone exhibit higher proportions of reverse or normal fault
movements.

A poster _ paper displayed at the Symposium on Intraplate Deforma- i
tion, Neotectonics, Seismicity and the State of Stress in Eastern
North America, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, May 17, 1989.
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RAYLEIGil-WAVE DISpERSIOli I!1 NORTHERN ALABAMA

KOCAOG LU , A. l! . and L. T. Long, School of Geophysical Sciences,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332.;

ABSTRACT: Surface-wave dispersion analysis in general requires a
method by which the spectrum of the non-stationary time sequence
(dispersed seismic trace) can be estimated within a window along
the trace. When short data segments are used, the spectral
r solution of the Fourier transform is quite poor compared to the
resolution of maximum entropy spectra. In this study a dispersion

analysis of Rayleigh waves in Northern Alabama is carried out by
using the maximum entropy spectral estimation method. the

dispersion curves are obtained for a number of different raypaths
defined by each source-receiver pair used in the analysis. Since
the dispersion curve associated with a particular path represents_.

an average along the path, the study area can be divided into
regions where individual dispersion characteristics are assumed to
be uniform. By employing a linear inversion technique, individual
dispersion curves of regions can be calculated to determine the
lateral variations of sediment thickness.i

A talk presented at the Spring Meeting, American Geophysical Union,
Baltimore, Maryland, May 8-12, 1989.

SCATTERER DISTLiBUTION DETERMINED FROM THE SEISMIC CODA

CRAIG, M. S. end L. T. Long, School of Geophysical Sciences,
Georgia Institu;c of Technology, Atlanta GA 30332.

ABSTRACT: An inverse method is presented based on the model in
which the seismic coda is composed of a series of wavelets
scattered from heterogeneities embedded in an eli stic medium. By

applying the method to digital earthquake scia.aograms from a
regional notwcck, the relative contributions and locations of the
principal scatterers can be determined. Each arrival in a coda
corresponds to a raypath f rom source to scatterer to receiver. The
arrival time constrains the scatterer to lie on a shell, which in
the case of a constant-velocity medium is ellipsoidal with foci at
the source and receiver. Areas intercepted by the shell are
assigned appropriate weights depending on the energy density of the
coda and a propagation factor which includes geometrical and
absorptive attenuation and normalized source amplitude. Energy

density is preferred over instantaneous amplitude as a measure of
coda strength because of the lesser time precision needed. By
stacking data from several earthquakes and stations, the principal
scatterers can be resolved as the points where many of the heavily
weighted shells intersect. This process is equivalent to a
diffraction stack. The scatterer distribution thus determined is
tested by using it as a model to generate synthetic seismograms for
several combinations of source and receiver locations. This
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j

i techniquo makes no assumption of horizontal layoring and appears to !
be more appropriate than conventional exploration methods in
regions where there is strong and heterogeneous scattering, j

'
A talk presented to the Spring Meeting, American Geophysical
Union, Baltimore, Maryland, May 8-12, 1989. ))

)

A COMPARISON OF TWO TYPES OF SEISMICITY IN THE STABLE CONTINENTAL
INTERIOR

14NG, L. T., School of Geophysical Sciences, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332.

ABSTRACT Earthquakes with hypocentors near the brittle-ductile
transition if the stable continental interior occur only in a few
activo scismic areas, such as southeastern Tennessee (SET). In
contrast, earthquakes such as those in central Georgia (CG), occur
typically within the top few kilometers of the crystalline crust;

'

and are more widely distributed. In addition to depth, those two
earthquake source types are different in most of their other
properties. The. focal mechanisms from SET are dominantly strike
slip with systematic variations about a contral zono of active
seismicity. Focal mechanisms of CG have scattered orientations
which may correlate only with local joint sets. Seismic velocity
and attenuation in the crust of SET are anomalously low near the
contral zone. Changes in these proporties unrelated to geologic-
structure have not been noted in CG. The high-frequency spectral
decay is steeper for CG sourco displacements than for SET. The
different properties of these two source types suggest distinct and
different causative mechanisms. The CG seismicity is often
associated with reservoir impoundment and occurs in response to-
fluid penetration and weakening of near-surface joint and fracture
surfaces. The SET seismicity may be the scismic response to
viscous deformation of the lower crust in a local zone of decreased
strength at the depths of the brittle-ductile transition. Large
events of the CG source type would be limited by the size of the
shallow fracture planes, whereas, major intraplats carthquakes
could be initiated by the viscous deformation mechanism.

A talk presented to the Annual Mooting, Seismological Society of
America, Victoria, British Columbia, April 19-21, 1989.

i<

CRUSTAL STRESS AND FAULTING FROM MAJOR INTRAPLATE CONTINENTAL-
EARTHQUAKES

i

! LONG, Leland Timothy, School of Geophysical Sciences, Georgia Tech,
Atlanta, GA. 30332

ABSTRACT: A new model for major intraplate continental earthquakes
is based on a transient perturbation in crustal strength. Regional

8
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plate stress provides the driving energy, but the faulting is
controlled by crustal weakening in the vicinity of the major event.
The weakening is triggered by a disturbance in the hydraulic or
thermal properties of the erust. The weak central zone in the
lower crust deforms in response to regional plate stress and
transfers the stress load to the surrounding competent crust or to
the thinned stronger crust above the disturbed zone. Finito
element models of the stress field caused by a weak central zone
predicts that normal and reverse faulting at the edge of the
central weak zone. The central weak zone would exhibit strike slip
faulting. At least two distinct patterns of faulting are possible
for the major carthquake. One pattern would consist of two near-
vertical faults striking parallel to the direction of maximum shear
stress of the regional field and extending away from diagonally
opposite edges of the central zone. These faults could be
connected in the central weak zone by a series of faults. This
pattern' is exhibited by the New Madrid seismicity. The other
pattern would develop when deformation is resisted by a thinned
crust above the disturbed zone. The major earthquakn would occur
on a reverse fault with dimensions comparable to the size of the
central weak zone.

A talk presented to the Southeastern Section, Geological Society of
America, Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, April 6-7, 1989.

FOCAL MECilANISMS AND CRUSTAL STRESS IN SOUTHEASTERN TENNESSEE

LONG, L. T. and K.-H. ZELT, School of Geophysical Sciences,
GeorgiaInstftuteofTechnology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332

ABSTRACT The seismicity of southeastern Tennessee is dif fused over
a narrow elliptical zone trending northeast with the greatest
concentration of activity near the center. We have obtained 43
focal mechanism solutions with confidence levels covering this
activity. The contral active zone is dominated by strike-slip
focal mechanisms. Events surrounding the central zone exhibit
higher proportions of reverse or normal fault movements. The
inhomogeneous pattern of stress can be modeled by a zone of weak
crust at depths of 10 to 30 km. Deformation of this zone by
regional plate stress predicts the strike-slip focal mechanisms in
the conter. Normal and reverse components in the focal mechanisms
in the surrounding area corresponding to zones of relative ;

compression of expansion of the crust. The stresc models and
consistent focal mechanisms support the hypothesis (Long, 1988)
that major continental earthquakes are caused by a temporary
porturbation of the fluid regime and, hence, strength of the lower
crust.

Presented at the Western American Geophysical Union Meeting, San
Francisco, California, Wednesday morning December 7, 1980.
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THE MODELING AND INVERSION OF SEISMIC CODA, WITil APPLICATIONS TO
SCATTERING IN SOUTHEASTERN TENNESSEE

OGILVIE, J.S., and L. T. Long, School of Geophysical Sciences,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332.

ABSTRACT: Compressional and shear wave coda were modeled by
accumulating individual wavelets scattered by many inhomogeneities
in the crust. The source wavelet was created by finding the
minimum phase wavelet for a typical displacement spectra and
adjusting the amplitude for the take-off angle to the scatterer
from a double-couple source function. Causal const' ot Q attenua-
tion and geometrical attenuation were applied for the paths to the
scatterer and from the scatterer to the recorder. The spectral
response of a sphere was used to create the scattered wavelet from
the incident wavelet. At the receiver, the effer.s of a free
surface and instrument response were added. Seismog_ams generated
by this technique were remarkably similar to observed records of
carthquakes form southeastern Tennessee, except for events near a
suspected anomalous zone. The inversion for scattering coef fi-
cients was accomplished by a three-dimensional diffraction stack,
in which energy wavelets from each coda were distributed as
reflection coefficients among appropriate scatterers. Highly
reflecting structures would generate high-energy arrivals in all
codas and these structures should appear as large reflection
coefficients. The scattering coefficients are strongly dependent
on absorptive Q. They suggest that Q is a function of depth (125
at the surface to 400 at 25 km depths for the shear wave) and that
anomalous zones exist in southeastern Tennessoc.

A talk presented to the Eastern Section, Seismological Society of
America: State College, Pennsylvania, October, 12, 1988.

INDUCED SEISMICITY AT THE RICHARD B. RUSSELL RESERVOIR

LONG, L.T., School of Geophysical Sciences, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta GA 31332.

ABSTRACT: On December 12, 1987, at 03:53 UTC (10:53 P.M., EST,
December 11, 1987), an earthquake of magnitude 2.3 was felt in
Elbert and Hart Counties, Georgia. This and subsequent events
marked the first significant reservoir-induced seismicity at the
Richard B. Russell Lake. The swarm of carthquakes lasted from
December, 1987, to February, 1988. Three of the 33 events were
felt. Before impoundment in December, 1983, no natural seismic
activity and been observed. Between December, 1983, and December,
1987, 21 earthquakes of magnitude less than one were identified.
The epicenters for the three felt events were near the Middleton-
Lowndesville fault zone. No significant water level changes were
observed before the swarm of seismicity.

10
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A-talk presented to the Eastern Section, Seismological Society of
America,' State Collego, pennsylvania, October, 12, 1988.

|

A ST'IDY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF FOCAL MECHANISM SOLUTIONS OF
EARTI-QUAKES IN SOUTHEASTERN TENNESSEE.

ZELT, L *H . and LONG, L. T., School of Geophysical Sciences, |
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0340.

-

|

The infrequent occurrence of earthquakes in the moutheastern United !
States and sparse seismic station coverage limits the number and !

distribution- of first motions and SV/P amplitude ratios available
for the determination of focal mechanism solutions. Subsequently,
only solutions from large M > 3.0 carthquakes are well con- 1o
strained. For most of the smaller events, the sparse coverage of |

'

the focal sphere introduces ambiguity to the focal mechanism.
Consequently. the certainty of determining a local stress field or
a . . deviation from tho: regional stress field is limited. . In
southeastern Tennessee, the pattern of seismicity is diffused and
cannot be associated with a distinct single fault. The majority of
large events (M > 3. 0) . occur near the center of southeasternTennessee activi,ty and have a striko-alip mechanism with predomi- '

nantly north-south striking nodal planes. Outside the contral
zone, smaller events which_may be recorded on only a few stations
show a spatial distribution of normal or roverse components in the
predominant strike-slip component. A statistical treatment of the
dictribution' of' first motions on the focal sphere is used to
establish a maasure of confidence for the focal mechanism solution
of the smaller events in southeastern Tonneasee and to establish
the--validity of the 'apecial distribution of normal and reverse
components.

Presented at the Alterican Geophysical Union, St. ring Meeting,
-Baltimore, Maryland, May 16, 1988.

A-MECHANISc. rOR-MAJOR INTRAPLATE EARTHQUAKES

LONG, L.T.,-School of Geophysical Sciences, Georgia Institute of
Technology,-Atlanta, GA-30332.

i

-The seismicity associated with a major .intraplate earthquake is
proposed to be a transient phenomenon triggered by a perturbation
in the fluid and thermal regime of the lower crust. A majot
intraplate earthquako has a magnitudo greater than 6, and a fault
rupture--of crustal dimensions; 20 km or greater. Regional plate'

streso providos the energy, and a porturbation in the fluid
content, which decreases crustal strength, determines the location.
The timing of _ a major- carthquake and the characteristics of
associated seismicity may be described by a sequence of five phases
in-the perturbation of crustal strength. The five phases are: (1)

11
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.11t1R ion, (2) strength corrosion, (3) stress concentration, (4)'

failure, and (5) crustal healing. (1) A major intraplate earth-
quake is initiated by the underplating at Moho depths of a portion
of M continental crust. (2) A corrosion in crustal strength
foll the upward migration of fluids from the area of recent
undexpiating. (3) As a weakened central zone deforms in response
to tectonic plate stress, stresses are concentrated in the
surrounding rigid crust. (4) A major earthquue occurs when the
stress surrounding the weakened core excecds the crustal strength,
either because the concentrated stresses are anomalously high or
because the dispersing fluids have spread beyond the core. (5) The
final phase in the occurrence of a major intraplate earthquake is
extended aftershock activity concentrated on the fault plane of the
main event. The occurrence of a major intraplate earthquake as
described above celeases the strain energy in a perturbed area,
Additional major events would not occur there again until the
strength has recovered sufficiently for a repeat of the cycle,

l

| Presented at the American Geophysical Union, Spring Meeting,
,

Baltimore, Maryland, May 16, 1988.
|

|_ PARADIGM-FOR MAJOR INTRAPLATE EARTHQUAKES

LONG, L. T . ,- Georgia Institute of Technclogy, School of Geophys-
ical Sciences Atlanta, Georgia, 30332.e

Let us discard the traditional paradigmr of continental seismicity.

|
Let us asEume, instead, that the seinmicity associated with a major
(magnitude 6 or larger) intrapla'.e oarthquake is a transientI

phenomenon triggered by a perturbat m in the fluid and thermal
regim of the -lower cruso. Regional plate stress may still provide
the energy, but instead of high stress triggering an ev mt, let us

,

| assume a decrease in crustal strength in the vicinity the major

i earthquake. The timing of a major earthauake and the aracteris-
|- tics of the associated seismicity may be described by a sequence of

five phases: (1) initiation, (2) strength corrosion, (3; stress
concentration, (4) failure, and (5) crustal healing. (1) A major
intraplate earthquake is initiated by the under-plating at Moho

j. depths of a portion of the continental crust. (2) A corrosion in
crustal strength follows'the upward migration of fluids from the
area of recent underplating. (3) As a weakened central zone
deforms in response to tectonic plate strecs, stresses are

| ' concentrated in the surrounding rigid crust. (4) A major earth-
| quake occurs when the stress surrounding the weakened core exceeds

the crustal strength, either because the concentrated stresses are
anomalously high or because the disperring fluids have sprsad
beyond the core. (5) The final phase in uhe occurrence of a majori

| intraplate carthquake is extended aftershock activity which is
1 concentrated on the fault plane of the main event. The occurrence

of a major intraplato earthquake as described above releases the
strain energy in a perturbed area. Additional major events would

12
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not occur there again until the strength has recovered sufficiently
for a repeat of the cycle.

Presented at the National Workshop on Seismogenesis in the Eastern
United States, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana,
Illinois, April 12, 1988.

ZONES OF INDUCED SEISMICITY DEFINED BY ROCK QUALITY

SORLIEN, C. C., LONG, L. T., Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Georgia, 30332, and SCHMITT, T. J., Georgia Geologic
Survey, 19 Dr. Martin Luther Tt., Atlanta, Georgia 30334.

Preliminary measurements of fracture density and rock quality have
shown a relation With reservoir induced seismicity. Fracture
density maps have been made at Clarks Hill Reservoir. The results
show that areas of higher joint spacing correspond to zones of
induced seismicity. Also, in other reservoirs, the rock type
typically described as granite gneiss has shown a spatial corre-
lation with reservoir induced seismicity. In reservoir induced
seismicity, earthquakes occur by failure on pre-existing joints.
Hypocentral depths of these earthquakes are typically less than 1
km, and it has been demonstratou that fracture density is not
strongly dependent on depth in the first km. Therefore quantita-
tive surf ace measurements of rock quality (which includes fracture
density) can be extrapolated to the zone of induced earthquake
nucleation. In contrast, stress may be rt eased through creep on
(folisted) schists and altered mafic rocks, explaining the lack of
seismicity in those rock types. A complementary measurement of
slickenside data can usually be collected on the same outcrops.
Very fine scratches, and fresh slickensides in saprolite are both
assumed to be related to the recent stress field. The striation
data is then inverted for the lceal and regional stress field at
time of movement. In this manner, rock quality measurements can be
ased to predict susceptibility to Induced or natural shallow
-seismicity, so that important facildties can be properly sited an
engineered.

Presented at the Association of Legineering Geologists, 30th Annual
Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, October 8-13, 1987.

, FOCAL MECHANISM SOLUTIONS FOR NORTH GEORGIA AND SOUTHEASTERN
y TENNESSEE EARTHQUAKES (1982-1987).

ZELT, K.-H., and LONG, L. T., School of Geophysical Sciences,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332-0340.

Seventy-one earthquakes recorded on the Georgia Tech Seismic
Network and adjacent stations operated by the Tennessee Valley
Authority and the Tennessee Earthquake Information Center were

13 )
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investigated to-determine focal mechanism solutions. -These events
occurred during the. period.between January 1982 and December 1986
and have epicenters in North Georgia and southeastern Tennessee.
First motion data and SV/P amplitude ratios were used to determine-
36 single event and two composite focal mechanism solutions.. Tha
composite solutions were -determined using data -of two- earthquaket
The solutions include four previously published focal mechanis.
solutions (Teague et al., 1984). The duration magnitude ranged

,

-from-0.7 to 3.8. Focal mechanism solutions of nine events could
not be restricted to a unique domain. Including both unique and
multiple domain solutions the results are _ divided into three
categories of focal mechanism solutions: Twenty-two strike-slip,
nine reverse and 18 normal. Twenty- of the 48 earthquakes have data
coverage over all four quadrants, 17-over three quadrants and one
focal mechanism solution was determined from data coverage over two
quadrants. The average depth of earthquakes investiguted equals
17.68 kilometers. The percent of the nodal planes that strike
north-south:is 59,-44.5, 27.7 and for thr.,e chat strike northwest
41, 55.5, 61 for strike-slip, reverse and normal focal mechanism
solutions respectively, The str!';e-slip, reverse and normal focal
mechanism solutions have average depths of 18.4, 15.3 and 17.9
kilometers respectively.

Published as ((abs.) Seism. Res. Lettrs., Vol. 58, No. 4, 1987, p.
106]

Presented at the 59th Annual Meeting Eastern Section, Seismological
Society of America, St. Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri,
October 7-9, 1987.

A FINITE DIFFERENCE STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF AN OVERTHRUST ON--THE
PROPAGATION-OF SEISMIC WAVES.

LIOW , J . -S . and ' LONG, L.T., School of Geophysical Sciences,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332

-A two-dimensional _ finite dif ference technique was developed to
study the effect of an overthrust on'the' propagation of seismic-

. waves. The structural model consists of a 3.5 km thick sedimentary
layer over -- a crystalline basement. The P-wave--. velocity- of the
sedimentary layer and - the basement . are 4.5 km/s and 6.15 km/s
respectively. A wedge-shaped overthrust zone with P-wave velocity
of- 6.05 km/s replaces part of the sedimentary layer on one side of
the model. Synthetic seismograms are generated for a compression-
al' fline source at depths of 0.5 km and_7.0 km. The amplitude
variation- witn distance of dif ferent phases are compared for' waves-

traveling from the opposite direction. For a~ source at shallcw
depth, the existence of the high-velocity overthrust zone causes a
more rapid decay of the -amplitude of the direct wave. However, the
. overthrust zone does.not affect the P and S reflections. from the
bottom of the sediments and the Rayleigh waves.as strongly as it|

14
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affecta the direct wavo. The amplitudo of the accondary phanon
incroano on travoling from tho overthrust zono into the codimonts.
For the dooper sourco, the existence of tho overthrust zono doco
not significantly affect the amplitudo decay of either the direct
wave or the other phanos. For the doop ocurco underneath the
overthrust zono, the amplitudo of the direct wavo observed in the
sediments within a short distanco from the odge of the overthrust
zono in enlarged by a f actor of throo. Also, more scattered phanos
are obscrved in the sedimento.

Pub 11ohod an ((abo.) Solom. Roo. Lottra., Vol, 58, No. 4, 1987, p.
100)

Presented at tho 59th Annual Mooting, Eastern Section, Solamolog-
ical Socioty of America, St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mincouri,
October 7-9, 1987.

,

A TECl!NIQUE FOR THE INVERSION OF CODA Q

LONG, L. T., LIOW, J.-S., School of Geophynical Sciencon, coorgia
Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332 and JONES, F. B.,
Georgia Southwestern, Department of Physics, Americua, icorgia
31709

Digital data from vtation CUT in coutacantorn Tennoncoo provido
cotimatos of coda Q with variations which donond on the direction
to the carthquake. Wo interproted this azimuthal variation to
indicato a spatial variation of the proportica of the crust that
datormino coda Q. Coda Q is a phenomenological paramotor charac-
terizing coda decay and it la datormined by the integrated of fects
of crustal paramotora in the ollipsoidal volume of crust with the
recording station and hypocontor au foci. Zonen of anomalous crust
will influence tho computation of coda Q dif ferently for dif foront
station and hypocontor pairs. Through a sequence of approxima-
tionn, wo havo linearized the relation betwoon the monoured
apparent coda Q and an annumed constant coda Q for discrete zones
of crust. Inversion of coda Q data from regional stations in the
southeastern United States suggoats a reduction in coda Q as one
ncars the coastal plano, consistent with the results of Singh and
llorrmann (1983). Inversion of coda Q data near station CUT
ouggests an anomalously low coda Q region (Q-38) in a 300 square
kilomotor region northeast of station CBT.

Publichod an-[(aba.) Solo. Ros. Lettre., Vol. 58, No. 4, 1987, p.
101)

Presented at the 59th Annual Mooting, Eastern Section, Scismolog-
ical Socloty of America, St. Louis University, St. Loulo, Mionouri,
October 7-9, 1987.
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SPECULATION CONCERNING THE EFFECTS OF ATTENUATION AND SCATTERING ON
'A'HE SPECTRAL SIGNATURE OF WAVELETS COMPRISING THE P-WAVE CODA

LONG, L. T. and ALEXANDER, C. S., School of Geophysical Sciences,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0340

The P-wave coda is generally interpreted as P wavelets scattered
from heterogeneities in the lithosphere. The spectral signature of
an individual P wavelet can depend on absorptive attenuation and
scattering along its propagation path. In particle velocity
records, the Brune source model generates a wavelet with a spectral
peak near the corner frequency. With increased time, absorptive
attenuation systematically shif ts the corner frequency toward lower
frequencies. The spectra of wavelets scattered from heterogenei-
ties can be complex and depends on the size of the heterogeneity. |

For corner frequencies below the fundamental resonance of the I
heterogeneity, the corner frequency is systematically shif ted to |

higher frequencies. In moving window high-resolution spectral
analysis of P-wave coda, systematic increases and decreases in
spectral peaks are observed that may be explained by shifts in the
corner frequency caused by absorptive attenuation and scattering.

THE SCATTERING OF A SEISMIC WAVE BY A SPHERICAL INCLUSION

AN, TIE and LOMG, L. T., School of Geophysical Science,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332-0340

We have investigated two models in which a plane P-wave is incident
on a spherical inclusion. The first model is an elastic spherical
obstacle in a fluid medium. The second model is a fluid sphere in
an elastic medium. The computational procedure wsed is the
resonance scattering theory developed by Uberall and his co-workers
(1978-1985). For the first case, only a scattered P wave can
exist, but the properties _ of the elastic scatterer affect the
scattering coefficient, i.e. the quality factor .due to the
scattering. In-the second _ case, the spectral response of the
scatterer _is much more complicated because of resonances in the
fluid-filled obstacle. . -Resonance of- the scatterer plays an
important role in the calculations of the scattering coefficients,
especially for wavelength shorter than the diameter of the
-scatterer. The viscosity of the solid material affects the
scattering coefficients; it smoothes its shape and it shifts the
resonant eigenfrequence. The background scattering coefficients,
unich are computed by subtraction of the portion due to the
resonance from the scattering' cross section, can be strong
frequence dependent.
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A STUDY OF CRUSTAL HETEROGENEITY IN THE SOUTHEASTERN TENNESSEE AREA
BY FINITE DIFFERENCE WAVE SIMULATION

JEIH-SAN LIOW and Leland Timothy Long (Both at: School of Geophysi-
cal Sciences, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332)

The character of seismograms recorded at station CBT depend on
azimuth. Events located to the east and southeast show clean
impulsivo arrivals. Events located to the west exhibit greater
scattering. In order to evaluate the influence of local crustal
structures on scattering, a two dimensional finito difference
method was used to simulate the clastic wave propagation in a
crustal model for southeastern Tennessee. The model consists of a
lower-velocity sedimentary basin embedded in the continental crust
with both overlaid by the Paleozoic sediments of the Valley and
Ridge Geologic Province. A compressional lino source was placed at
depths of 7 to 15 km and at different locations relativo to the
structure. The waves from sources that are closer to or behind the
subsurface sedimentary basin show more scattering than those from
sources that are located away from the sedimentary basin. The
systhetic scismograms suggest that the azimuthal variations
observed at station CBT may be attributed to the existence of a
southwest trending sedimentary basin located to the northwest of
station CBT.

A DISCUSSION OF PRECISION IN HYPOCENTER DETERMINATION

LONG, L. T., School of Geophysical Sciences, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, GA.

The weighting matrix used in location programs contains important
information concerning the uncertainty in earthquake hypocenters.
The off-diagonal elements which are usually ignored have signifi-
cant values for P- and S-wave arrivals at the same station and at

I stations close together. For these arrivals the ray paths are
similar and the travel time errors will be strongly correlated.
The larger off-diagonal elements increase the weights that should
be applied to their respective arrivals. In the sjpecial case of
S- and P-wave arrivals at the same station and small reading
errors, the weighting matrix is nearly singular and the resulting
weights make the origin time computation virtually independent of
the location. Where data are inadequate to estimate the elements
of the covariance matrix, the elements may be estimated from an
autocorrelation function of travel time residuals along refraction
lines or from gramity data. Use of the properly fromulated
weighting matrix yields consistent estimates of location errors
which-'are independent of the precision implied by station residu-
als. The near-singularity of the weightina matrix for P- and S-
wave arrivals at the same station suggests an alternate computation
method whereby the location equations containing S and P waves at
each station can bn transformed to isolate the origin time
computation from the a,ucenter computations.
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SCATTERING BY A SPHERICAL OBSTACLE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR P-WAVE
SCATTERING AND ATTENUATION

,

AN TIE and L. T. Long, School of Geophysical Sciences, Georgia
Inntitute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332

The scattering of aplane longitudinal wave incident on a spherical
obstacle for clastic and viscoelastic host and scattering media was
investigated. The spherical obstacles considered included a rigid
shpore, a spherical cavity, a liquid filled cavity and an elastic
sphere. The c'mputational technique utilized an orthogonal
function expansion. Numerical results were obtained for wave ,

number-radius products of 0 to 10, extending well beyond the region |

of validity of the Rayleigh scattering approximation. The analysis |
of the scattering cross sections and back and forward scattering |
coefficients have shown that (1) there exists a significant <

contribution to scattering at the shorter wavelengths which is not
consistent with the Born approximation, (2) the variation in the
shear modulus is the most important factor in determining the
scattering amplitudes, (3) the velocity models predict the greatest
influence of scattering to be in the shallow crust, (4) negative
contrasts give a stronger scattering response than positive
contrasts at the same percent deviation. (5) scattering functions
can be separated into continuous scattering coefficients for the
background and discrete scattering f requencies for resonancesm -(6)
in viscoolastic media the scattering coef ficients are a function of
Q in both media and they can be separated into background scatter-
ing, resonances, the interferance due to the viscosity and their
contrasts of the host media and scatterer, and (7) the total Q is
not a simple linear combination of absorptive and scattering Q.

THE INFLUENCE OF A VELOCITY GRADIENT ON EARTHQUAKE LOCATIONS

Long, L. T., School of Geophysical Sciences, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332

Recent seismic refraction data indicate that one gradient velocity
model will satisfy most travel times observed in the granitic crust
of the southeastern United States. The model simultaneously
expit is the 6.05 km/s P-wave velocity of the Georgia Piedmont, the
6.14 km/s velocity of central Alabama, and a 6.2 km/s velocity
observed for the 10 km deep north Georgia carthquake. A lower
crustal velocity of 6.7 km/s is not observed except in remnants of
rift zones. In the Piedmont, use of the gradient in locating
carthquakes tends to decrease their depths by an average of 10
percent, relative to depths computed from a constant velocity
model. Unless a station is within a distance equivalent to the
-depth, multiple solutions for depth may exist. For earthquakes
with hypocenters from 5 to - 15 km deep, the velocity gradient
predicts an unstable solution for depth because the gradient of
travel time with depth changes sign and is near zero for a wit'de
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-range or distances. Inclusion of a velocity gradient in the
location program, and the use of distance dependent weights in the
depth computation can improve the accuracy and stability of
earthquake _ locations.

Presented at Eastern Section, Seismological Society of America,
meeting October, 1985, Knoxville, Tennessee.

EARTHQUAKE LOCATIONS; A CONSIDERATION OF INDEPENDENT COMPUTATION CF
ORIGIN TIME, EPICENTER AND DEPTH

Liow, J.-S., An Tie, and L. T. Long, School of Geophysical
Sciences, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332
When- using Geiger's method to locate earthquakes which are
re' corded by a small number and an poor distribution of stations,
uncertainty in the origin time, depth and epicenter interact. We
have _ developed a location method that-isolates the origin time
computation by using S-P times and the assumption of a constant
Poisson's ratio. Then the origin time is fixed and the epicenter
is found by the traditional iterative least-squares method. When
af "isfactory epicenter ir found, the epicenter is held constant.

anu the depth is r'ound alau by the iterative least-squares method.
The op ter and dept' are cntained alternately until convergence'-

is comp ;. The L;. ad has twc advantages over Geiger's method.,

First,. . aputation of the ori. gin time, epicenter, and depth are
-uncoupled. Second, separate weights can be used for epicenter and
depth computations. A gradient velocity crustal model is used
instead of a constant velocity model in order to compute the
theoretical travel times. 3, weighting scheme which combines the
reading accuracy and the scattering for the P- and S-wave arrivals
in the southern Appalachian area is taken into consideration while
finding the epicenter. An additional distance weight is incorpo-
rated;into the weights for the depth computation.

Presented at. Eastern Section, Seismological Society of America,
meeting October, 1985,-Knoxville, Tennessee.

'

SEISMICITY AND CRUSTAL STRUCTURE IN SOUTHEASTERN TENNESSEE

Long, L. T., J.-S. Liow, An Tie, and K.-H. Zelt (All at: School of
Geophysical Sciences, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA
30332

Three major features define the crustal structure of southeastern
Tennessee. First, the New York-Alabama Lineament (NYAL) probably
represents- the trace of an ancient strike-slip fault which
separates crust of different thickness and seismic velocity.|

| Second, a-negative Bouguer anomaly which follows the trace of the
L NYAL in southeastern Tennessee can be interpreted as an area of
1
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codimont thickoning in the challow crust. Third, a north-northoant
striking positive gravity anomaly in northern Tonnuncoo reprononto
a Procambrian rift.-_This'rolic rift is truncated at the negative
gravity-anomaly:and the NYAL. The area of the negativo Douguor

. anomaly and the intersection of the Procambrian rif t with the NYAL
corroupond to- the area of activo- nelsmicity in southeastern
Tonnonaco. In this active zono,_ all evento from 1981 through 1985
havo ' boon relocated by first using. S-P_ times- to obtain origin timo
and by, second, using a velocity gradient in the velocity model to
obtain_tho_opicontral paramotoro. Tho velocity model is banod on

;

Jan. interpretation of rofraction data from carthquakos and explo-
clona. The travol timo roniduals at individual stations agroo with
tho structural. model and confirm a zono of low-volocity sedimonts.
Tho relocated distribution of ovonta suggoats that both northwant
' and north trending zonon of poinmicity oxist in response to crustal
otrosoon- renulting from atructural inhomogonoitica and topographic
loading. The features responsiblo for thoso atronnen in nouthaant-
orn Tonnescoo are the Great Smoky Mountains and the truncation'of |

'the Procambrian rift at the NYAL. l

Pronontod at American Geophysical Union apring mooting, May,1986,
Baltimoro, Maryland.

< STRESSES W'"1CED DY TIIE TOpOGRAPilY AND LATERAL DENSITY VARI ATIONS -

|IN, TIIE SOU'IrlEASTERN UNITED STATES

KUANG, Jian,- School- of Goophysical Sciencon, Georgin Instituto of
Technology, Atlanta,-GA 30332; MARESCHAL, J-C. Dept. don Sciences

- do .-'la Torra, ~Unibereito du Quebec a Montreal, Montreal, PQ , _ !!3 C
3P8, Canada; LONG, L. T., School of Goophysical Sciencon, Goorgin
Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA'30332.

LThe otronnoo induced by the topography and by Interal changen in
crustalistructuro are computed for a throo-dimonaional model of the
lithosphoro conointing _ of a horizontally layored slab over an -

invincid ' fluid.- - The ntrances aro induced by surfaco (i.e.,

topography '~ orL bathymetry) or internal .(changea in crustal thick-
'noan)floads. The_donalty modelo of the lithosphoro that.are unod

~ '- an 1oading. functions.aro banod on constrainta of the gravity data.
_

. Alternately, the gravity data are downward continued to determino.
'directly1 the load of an oquivalanc layer. -In both canon, the
strosacs-induced in the crust are largo (i.e., >100 MPa) and could:

-

~

perhaps account for the ooicmicity. Even -larger stronnos could be
gonorated Jby tho _ flexuro of tho lithosphoro following the dopo-
pition of codiments.

.

JProsentod atithe Soismological Socloty of Americo annual mooting, _|i

April,f1986,-Charlopton, South Carolina.
!
l
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Results of Recent topical studies

Many topical studies achieved notable conclusions or were
completed during the contract period of 1 August 1985 to July 1989.
The principal conclusions of the recent topical studies are
summarized below. Earlier studies have been reported in papers,
talks, and interum reports. Many of the topical studh a are still
in progress and will be continued.- The current status of those
studies is given below. Significant conclusions that develop later
will be reported in the open literature.

The Mechanism of F Intraplate Earthquakes

Perhaps the most s ificant development, which was made
possible by the Georgia /A'. m Regional Seismographic Network, is
the discovery and develop ent of a theory to explain major
intraplate cartnquakes. The new model for major intraplate
earthquakes shows how tectonic plate stress can be concentrated for
release in major intraplate earthquakes. The transient process
starts by a weakening of the crustal stress channel, perhaps by a
perturbation of the fluid regime of the lower crust. The crustal
stress channel is the mid-crustal zone of high strength subject to
forces at plate boundaries. The weakened core can then be deformed
by plate stress and stress can be concentrated on the boundary of
this core. Further weakening at the edge of the core can lead to
a major earthquake. Following a major earthquake, the area remains
active in an extended aftershock sequence. More details of the
mechanism are presented in Appendix B (Long, 1988).

The relation between major earthquakes and a weakening of the
brittle-ductile transition (see Appendix C) was derived largely
from data obtained in southeastern Tennessee. The principle
investigation responsible for developing an understanding of the
relation between focal mechanism of small earthquakes and the
mechanism of major intraplate earthquakes was a Ph.D. dissertation
by Karl-Heinz Zelt. A critical factor in quantifying the results
of this study was the development of statistical parameters to
quantify the quality of a focal mechanism solution. The southeast-
crn Tennessee data were used to show that the spatial variation of
focal mechanism solutions in a seismic zone can be used to infer
variations in the orientation of the stress field. In particular,
in southeastern Tennessee, the observed variations in stress
-directions fit a model for a weak zone in a crustal plate.

There is a strong implication in the analyses and data from
the focal mechanism study that a major earthquake has occurred (or
could occur) in the southeastern Tennessee seismic zone. Many
other observations of seismological and geological data in
southeastern Tennessee are also in agreement with this solution.

21
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The observations that support this statement include:

1) Correlation of focal mechanism of small earthquakes with a
pattern of stress consistent with a weak zone in a compressed
plate.

2) A pattern of epicenters extending in a northeast-southwest
direction very similar in shape and size to the New Madrid seismic
zone.

3) A suggestion of anomalously low velocity in a zone
southwest of Knoxville.

4) A suggestion of anomalously low Q in a zone southwest of
Knoxville.

5) The seismicity underlies a sedimentary basin which
penetrates to depths of seven kilometers into the crust.

6) The earthquakes occur a depths of 8 to 20 km, and can not
be explained by surface phenemona.

7) The gravity and magnetic data suggest that the crust-

responsible for the seismicity in a Precambrian rift, analogous to(
structures in the New Madrid seismic zone.

The model and evidence for the model have developed through a
sequence of studies and presented in talks. Each has treated a
dif ferent aspect of the model and its conser ances. Papers on the
description of the model (Appendix B) and the relation of the model
to spatial variations in focal mechun1sms (Appendix C) are
presented below. Others will be developed into papers at a later
date.

The objective of the paper " Crustal Stress and Faulting by
Major Earthquakes" by L.T. Long which was presented at the
Southeastern Section, Geological Society of America, was to show
how the model for major intraplate carthquakes can explain some
faults observed in the continents. The essential elements of the
model are the crustal stress channel, intraplate compressive
stress, and a perturbation in the strength of the stress channel
caused by thermal or fluid mechanisms. The five-phase process of
a major event proceeds as described in Appendix B and the stress
field for the model is described in Appendix C.

The development of faults in response to the weakening of the
crust depends on the extent of penetration of the fluids into the
crust. Two characteristic responses can be recognized. The ficut
occurs in the early stages of development' of an intraplate seismic
zone, when stress is concentrated in the thinned stress channel
above the zone of perturbation. Earthquakes would be of thrust
type and could range from magnitude 5.5 to 6.8 In this stage the

i 22
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|

deformation and weakening have not extended to the shallow crust (5
to 10 km) the thinned stress channel falls because it is left,

| supporting the regional stress. The length of the fault would
,

I correspond to the size of the zone of lower crustal weakening. An l
| example of this type of response is the Bellair (GA) f ault which is |
! a 20 km long curved trace with the up block on the concave side-of |

the arc. The second type is a failure of the entire plate ctarting
at a weakened core. The New Madrid events characterize this re- I

-

|sponse, which develops af ter the weakness has penetrated the crust.
l'ho major zones of failure extend beyond the core and involve the
entire crust. The largest magnitude intraplate events would be of
this type.

The observation that sarthquakes in the southeastern United
States can be classified as either shallow events on existing
fractures or mid-crustal events associated with potentially major
seismic zones was presented in a talk titled "A Comparison of Two
Types of Earthquakes". The mechanisms for the generation and !

release of stress in these two types of earthquakes are different |
and an understanding of their distinct mechanisms carries signif- i
icant implications for seismic risk. The shallow events are
typical of earthquakes that occur in the Piedmont, including
reservoir induced events, and are referred to as Piedmont type
earthquakes. They occur principally on existing fractures and are |
triggered by fluid penetration from the free surface. The fluids,
either through chemical crosion or changes in hydrostatic pressure,
decrease the shear strength on tractures and release existing
stress in the form of earthquakes. The mid-crustal events occur
because plate driving forces are released by developing zones of
weakness in the crust. These earthquakes generato new faults in
response to the principa? direction of plate stress and developing
zones of weakness.

,

1

The implication of the mechanism for Piedmont type earthquakes
is that the stress is limited to residual stress and the size of
the fault plane is limited to the upper four to seven kilometers of
the crystalline crust. This constrains the maximum magnitude to
5.5_to 5.7 and the exposure to earthquake damage form such events
would be moderate, even near the epicenter. The implied seismic
risk - for the deeper focus crustal earthquakes is much greater.
- These events gain their energy from a combination of plate driving
stress and the development of weak zones by fluids. They occur in
response to viscous relaxation of the applied stress and the
concant::ation of stress surrounding the zone of weakness. Their
magnitudes are virtually unlicited, but the background activity
should allow a prediction of their occurrence.

| The concept that "A local weakening of the brittle-ductile
transition can explain some intraplate seismic zones" was presented'

at thu symposiun on intraplate seismicity in Montreal and is given
in detail in Appendix C.
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The relation of-focal mechanisms to stress in the crust was
prepared;for the-western AGU. Details of this study are presented
in - Appendix C.-

Finite Difference Applications

In his Ph.D. dissertation titled " Finite ' difference- propa- '

gation of waves in- elastic inhomogeneous media" Jeih-Son Liow used
the finite -difference computation method to model synthetic
seismograms for- southeastern Tennessee crustal structure. The
synthutic _ data were compared with observed. arrivals on the
Georgia / Alabama Regional Scismographic Network seismic stations in
-Tennessee. The high-frequency limit on the synthetic finite
difference caismograms was about 2,Hz and the size of_the finite
difference gric was too small to develop a realistic comparison
with observed data without filtering the short-period seismograms
for frequencies less than 1.0 Hz. The finite difference computa-
tion Will-be repeated later'when a larger computer is available on
an economic basis. The larger run will be designed to place the
source _at' 15 km depth and extend for 40 km with a resolution of 4.0
Hz wavelets. ,

Reservoir Induced Seismicity

The locations of induced events in the-Richard B. Russell
= reservoir area lie on (or close) to the Middleton-Lowndesville

' Fault and its splays._ The. association of induced seismicity with
a mapped fault zone is distinct from the dispersed pattern of the
seismicity observed in the Jocassee and Monticello reservoir areas
in Scuth Carolina and the seismicity observed to the south in the
Clarks Hill Reservoir. However, the limited seismicity associated
with the Oconee Reservoir was also concentrated-on th( Middleton-
Lowndesville-Fault.

.

In another. possible type c: induced seism. city, a swarm of
events has been identified as natural near the station DCT in
southecstern Tennessee. The swarm started soon after the under-
ground _ copper mine.was abandoned. ~At this-time, we suspect that
these events are triggered by the filling of the mine with ground
water.

coda Syntheses and Inversion

The-understanding of che cause of the coda of local earth-
quakes can be important in understanding local' variations in.the -

physical properties of the crust, as well as understanding the
amplitude decay of waves from an earthquake. In particular,
variations.in coda Q were observed in coutheastern Tennessee from
earthquakes at a variety of depths. A model was developed

24
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(Appendix A) .that. can explain the coda observet southeastern1

Tennessee :as well as the" coda from shallow explos.. is in central
Alabama.1: These results show that a three dimensior distribution
- of scatterers.is sufficient to explain the vari. is in seismic

-

.

. coda.. model- - an appropriate basis for an inversion- for local
The success of the model- to generate- synt.netic coda make

this
'

variations in scatterers and attenuation.

Mining Events

.During March the paper "The Alabama, U.S.A. seismic event and
. strata: collapse = of May 7, 1986, by L.T. Long and C. W. Copeland,
was accepted for publication in PAGEOPH. Subsequent monitoring in
1989 with a-portable digiLal event recorder identified a swarm of,

| - events at=the same time as the passage-of the longwall past a
L critical position in;the Alabama coal mine. The combination of a
L critical weak zone and - the stresses generated by the - longwall.
'

mining. technique aro critical-to the triggering of larger seismic-
events.. The data presented in this paper show that events in
contral Alabama'with magnitudes as high-as 3.5 can be triggered by:

. mining activity.
I

!~

:

.
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NETWORK COVERAGE FOR 1985-1986

Sta.. JUL-SEP OCT-DEC JAN-MAR APR-JUN
!

I ( l

OCAZ XXX---------- ------------- ------------- ------X-XXX
OCAN XXXXXXXXX---- ------------- ------XXXXXXX XXXX--X-XXX
OCAE XXXXXXXXX---- ------------- ------XXXXXXX XXXX-XX-XXX

.

llGA XXXXXX------- ------------- ----------XXX XXXXXX-----
!!VA XX----XXXXXXX XXX---------- ------------- ------XXXXX
TDA XXXX--------- ------------- --XX--------X XXXXX---XXX
TSA -XXXXXX------ ------------- ------------- -X---------
BKA ---X-----XXXX XXXX--------- --XX--------- -------XXXX l
MLAZ XX--------XXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX--------- -------XXXX l

'

MLAN XXXXXXX-XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX--XXXX
MLAE XXXXXXX------ XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX ----XX--XXX

SOUTf! EASTERN TENNESSEE
CBTZ ------------- ------------X XX--XXX------ -----------

CUTN ---~~-----XX- ------------- ----XXXXX-XXX XX-----X---
CBTE ----------XX- ------------- ----XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX---
RCT ------------- ------------- ------X------ -----------

RHT -X----------- ------------- ------------- -------XX--
TLT ------------- X------------ XXX--XXXXXXXX XXXX------- I
DCT |

------------- ------------- ------------- -----------
,

i
'

| GEORGIA
; TVG ------------- ------------- ------------- --X--------
| DALG xx----------- ---xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx---xxxx i

cog -----------xx xxxxxxxxx--xx xxxx--------- -----------

ATL XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XX---XXXXXX-- XXXXX-XXXXX
.

l
ETG XXXXXXXXXXXXX --XXXXXXXXXXX XXXX--------- ----------- l

CH6 ------------- -----------XX X------~~~~-- -----XXXXXX
CliF XXXXXXXXXXXXX ------XXXXXXX XXXXXX----XXX X---XXX---- !
LDV ------XX--X-- ----XXX--XX-- ------------- ---XXXX---- !

BEV ------XX----- ---------XX-- ------------- ---XXXX---- 1

IVA ------XX----- ----XXX--XX-- ------------- ---XXXX---X

" " = Station Operating
X = Station Down

.

1

,

Figure 2a. Graphical representation of the operational status of
the Georgia /Alabana Seismographic Network during the 1985-1986
project year.
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NETWORK COVERAGE 1986-1987

Sta. JUL-SEP OCT-DEC JAN-MAR APR-JUN
i | |

ALABAMA
OCAZ XXXX XX - - X X X XX ' ':X --- - - - - - -- ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -
OCAN XXXXXXXX----- ------------- ------------- -----------
OCAE XXXXXXXX----- -XXX-XXX----- ------------- -----------
HGA -------XXX--- ----X-------- ------------- -----X-----
HVA XXXXXX---XXXX XXXX---XXXXXX ---XXXX------ --XXXX-----
TDA ----------X-- ----XXXXX---- -XX---------- ----------X

TSA XXXXXX---XXXX XXXX--------- -XX--~~------ -----------

BRA -----X----XXX --------X-XXX -XX-------XX- -XX--------
MLAZ XXXX--X--XXX- -XX-XXXXXXXXX XXX---------- -----------

MLAN ----------XXX --XX--XXXXXXX ------------- -----------
MLAE XXXXX--XXXXXX -------X----- ------------- -----------

SOUTHEASTERN TENNESSEE
CBTZ XXXX--XXXXXXX XXX-XXXXXXXXX XX----------- -----------

CBTN ----------XXX XXXX--------- XX----------- -----------

CBTE XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XX----------- -----------

RCT ------------- XXX---------- ------------- ------,---X

RHT ---XXXXXXXXXX --------------XXXX--------- -----------

TLT XXXXXXXXX-XXX XXX---------- XXXX--------- -----------

DCT ---------X--- XX-------XXXX ------------- ----------X

GEORGIA
TVG -XXX--------- ------------- ------XXX---- --XXXXXXXXX
DALG X-----------X ------------- -X----------- XXXXXXXXX-X
CDG ---------XXXX ------------- ------------- -----------

ATL -X--XXXX----- ----XXXX----X XXXXX-------- X-----XX---
ETG XX--X---XXXX- --XXXX------- ------------- -----------

CH6 -XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX-----XX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX
CHF XXXXXXXXXXXXX XX--------XXX XX-XXXXXXXXXX -XXXXXXXXXX
LDV X-X-XXXXXXXXX XXX-XX------- ------------- -X----XXXXX
DEV XXXXX-------- ------------- --XXX-------- ------XXXXX

" " = Station Operating
X = Station Down

Figure 2b. Graphical representation of the operational status of
the Georgia / Alabama Seismographic Network for the period of July
1986 to June 1987.
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Network Coverage for 1987-1988

If' JUL-SEP OCT-DEC JAN-MAR APR-JUN
i i i

ALABAMA
OCAZ XXXXXXX------ ------------- ------------- --~~~------
OCAN- XXXXXXX------ --'---------- ------------- -----"-----
OCAE .XXXXXXX------ ------------- ------------- -----------
HGA -------XXX--- ----X-------- ------------- -----X-----
HVA XXXXXXX---X-X XXXXX---XXXXX XXXXXXXXXX--- --XXXX-----
TDA ----------X-- --------~~--- ------------- ----------X
TSA XXX-XX----XX- XXXX--------- ------------- -X---------

| BKA -----X----XXX ------------- ------------- -XXXX------

| MLAZ ----------XXX ------------- ----X-------- -----------

| MLAN ----------XXX ------------- ----X-------- -----------

'

MLAE ----------XXX ------------- ----X-------- -----------

SOUTHEASTCRN TENNESSEE
CBTZ ----------AX- ------------- ------------- -----------

CBTN ----------XX- ------------- ------------- -----------

CBTE ----------XX- ------------- ---~~-------- -----------

RCT -------------XX----------------------------------X
RHT ---------XXXX XX----------- ------------- -----------

TLT XXXXXXXXX-XXX ----------XXX XXX-X-------- -----------

DCT --------XX--- ------------- ------------- ----------X
_

GEORGIA
TVG -XX---------- ------------- ------XXX---- --XXXXXXXXX
DALG - X---------'- X ------------- -X-------- -- - XXX XX XX X X-X
CDG ---------XXXX ------------- ------------- ----------- I

ATL ~X--XXXX----- ----- ------- ---XX-------- X-----XX--- |

ETG XX -X X- - - - X XX X - X-XX XX - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -
CH6 -XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX-----XX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX
CHF XXXXXXXXXXXXX XX------- XXX XX-XXXXXXXXXX -XXXXXXXXXX
LDV X-X-XXXXXXXXX XXX-XX------- ------------- -X----XXXXX
BEV XXXXX------ - ------------- --XXX-------- ------XXXXX

= Station Operating""

X = Station Down

Figure 2c. Graphical representation of the operational status of
the Georgia / Alabama Seismographic Network for 1987-1988.
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Network Coverage for 1988-1989

Sta. JUL-SEP OCT-DEC JAN-MAR APR-JUN
i I I

ALABAMA *
OCAZ -----XXXX---- --XXXX-XXXX-- ----------XXX XXXXXXX------
OCAN -----XXXX---- -----X-XXXXX- ----------XXX XXXXXXXX-----
OCAE -----XXXX---- -----X-XXXXX- ----------XXX XXXXXXX-XXXXX
HGA ----XXX-XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXX-XXXXX
HVA ----X-------- -------- - -- ---XXXX---XXX XXXXXXX-XXXXX
TDA XX--XXXXXXX-X XXXXXX ------- ------------- XX---XX-XXXXX
TSA -X--X------X- ----hX------- ------------- -----XX------
BKA ----X-------- -- ---------- ------------- -XXXXXX-XXXXX
MLAZ ----X-----XXX X--------XXXX XXXXXXXXXX--- ---------XXXX
MLAN ----X-------- ---------XXXX XXXXXXXXXX--- ---------XXXX
MLAE ----X-------- ---------XXXX XXXXXXXXXX--- -----XXXXXXXX

SOUTHEASTERN TENNESSEE
CBTZ -------XXX--- ---------X--- ------------- -XXXXXXXXXXXX
CBTN -------XXX--- ---------X--- ------------- -XXXXXXXXXXXX
CBTE -------XXX--- ---------X--- ------------- -XXXXXXXXXXXX
RCT XXXXXXXXXX--- --------XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX------XX
RHT ---XXX------- ------------- ------------- -------------

TLT ----XXXXXX-XX XXXXXXXX--XXX -----------XX XXXXXXXXXXXXX
DCT X------------ ------------- ------------- -------------

GEORGIA
TVG XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX
DALG XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX
CDG -------XXX--- XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX--------- ~XXXXX-----XX
ATL ------X------ ------------- ------------- -XX----------
ETG ------------- -------XX-XX- XXXXXXXXXXXXX ---XX--------
CH6 XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX- -------XXXXX- XXXXXXXXXXXXX
CHF XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX- --XXXXXXXXXXX
LDV XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX
BEV XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX- -------------

-

" " = Station Operating
X = Station Down

Figure 2d. Graphical representation of the operational status of
the Georgia / Alabama Seismographic Network for 1988-1989
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Seismographic Network from August 1985 to July 1989.
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-APPENDIX'A_f

Modeling the seismic P coda as the Response of a Discrete-Scatterer
Medium

by: 'M.-S. Craig, L.-T. Long, and An Tie, i

School of Earth and-Atmospheric' Sciences
: Georgia _ Institute _of Technology
-Atlanta,.:GA 30332. USA ~
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Abstract

The seismic coda can be modeled as a composite of wavelets scattered from spher-

ical heterogeneities embedded in an clastic medium. The exact scattering re-
sponse of a .pherical heterogeneity is calculated for elastic waves using Mic th>
ory. To generate synthetic codas, a P source wavelet is defined for propagation
along the ray eaos from the hypocenter to the receiver via cach scatterer in the
anodel. Only smgly scattered waves are computed. Along the path, the wavelet

.djusted for geometric spreading, intrinsic attenuation, scattering response, the'

. . urface effect, and instrument response. The source-scatterer. receiver path

|
leng a is used to determine the appropriate time shift for the scattered wavelet.
Scattered wavelets at: abtained individually by calculating the response and lapse
time corresponding to each scatterer in the medium. This is done independently
for scatt red P - P and P - S waves. The individual wavelets are then time-
shifted and superimposed to obtain the complete coda. Synthetic codas were able
to mate'.i the emergent P wave codas from surface explosions in Alabama and the

impulsive P wave arrivals from earthquakes in southeastern Tennessee.
1

1

1 Introduction

The seismic coda, namely the portion of the seismogram that immediately follows
the direct arrival, consists of numerous arrivals that cannot be explained com-
pletely by a layered-carth. Most workers attribute the unexplained coda energy
to the scattering of clastic waves by heterogeneities (Aki,1969; Sato,1977a,b;
llerraiz and Espinosa,1987). The complexity of solutions to the wave equation
propagation in heterogeneous clastic media has impeded the development of an-
alytical solutions for the seismic coda. Statistical methods have been useful for
describing the general shape of the envelope ( Aki and Chouet,1975). Sato (1977b,
1982, 1984) treated the scatterers as a continuous distribution to be integrated
over a volume. The model presented in this work represents the seismic coda by
the superposition of singly-scattered wavelets. The model differs from Sato's in
that responses in that responses are calculated individually for each scatterer and
then summed to form the complete coda. The principal advantage of our modelI

! is that the parameters can be varied as a functica of pcsition in the host medium,
i
'

The scattering of clastic waves has been studied by several workers, but

| relatively few studies have attempted to account for the angle dependence, or
anisotropy, of seismic scattering. Sato (1984) and Snieder (1988) used the Born
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approximation for a first order approximation of the scattered wavefield. Thei

- exact solution.is given by Mie theory (Ying and Truell,1956) as an infinite series,
_ Tie (1987) used the. Mle rnethod to calculate scattered _wavefield potentials as a,

function of non dimensional wavenumber ha for a wide range of geologic materials
'

-(k = 2r/X, a= scatterer radius). Ilis w'ork was extended in this thesis by explicitly
evaluating the displacement fields and examining their variations as a function
of scattering angle, and' by_ implementing the asymptotic forms of the llankel
functions in the solution of the scattered field, The resulting scattering responses
were incorporated in our coda modeling scheme, proceeding from the synthesis of
an individual scattered wavelet to the generation of a complete coda.

A geologic model is specified by_ defining boss ,uid scatterer materials, and
scatterer size and distribution. Path dependent corrections include geometric
spreading, intrinsic attenuation, and the free surface effect. The Mie method
is used to determine scatterer responses. All of the above components are com-
bined to produce the scattered wavelet and, finally, many scattered wavelets are

. superimposed to produce the complete coda. The effects of scatterer properties
and source-receiver geometry on the seismic coda were investigated by generating
synthetic scismograms for a range of parameters.

'

'
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2 The Model

1

2,1 Overview

Scatterers in this s.udv were aproximated by clastic spheres embcdded in an
clastic crust. The elements of the response due to one scatterer are summarized

as follows: A compressional wavelet is propagated from the source to the scatterer,
9.eca its energy is scattered in all directions. Part of the energy is scattered
towards the receiver in the form of F - P and converted P.to-S wavelets. Source-
scatterer and scatterer receiver pathlengths are calculated and used to correct the

wavelet for geometric spreading and intrinsic attenuation. The scattering angle
9 (see Figure 1) is required to calculate the amplitudes of .he scattered P and
S wavelets. The orientation of the plane that contains source, scatterer, and
receiver is used to determine the component of scattered S wave polarized in
the vertical plane. The emergent angle y is used to correct P and Sv amplitudes
at the free-surface. The path length ri + r2 is used to time-shift the scattered P
and S wavelets, vhich are then added together to obtain the complete response

for a particular satterer. In multi scatterer models, this procedure is repeated
for all scatterers withui the region of influence associated with the desired coda
duration, Each scattered response was added to accumulate the complete coda.
The instrument response was applied to the final trace, thus synthetic seismograms

may be prepared fcr a variety of seismometers without having to recalculate the
scattered responses.

A more general geologic model containing many scatterers may be specified
in terms of scatterer radius and spacing, intrinsic attenuation, and P and S wave
velocity structure. The host material was assumed to have constant P and S wave

velocity and horizontal layers with constant intrinsic Q Scatterer radius and

spacing were independently specified. The spatial extent, or region of influence,
of the model was determined by specifying the duration of coda to be examined.

The responses of all scatterers, including the nasociated path corrections, were
calculated and sumined to generate the theoretical coda.

2.2 . ttenuation and Geonietric Spreading

Attenuation of waves along the path from the source to the scatterer and from

the scatterer to the receiver was attributed to the combined effects of intrinsic at-
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tenuation, QT , of the host medium and attenuation due to forward scattering,I

q; 2, by the intervening scatterers (Dainty and Toks5z,1980). Although attenua-
tion was assumed to vary only as a function of depth in the geologic models used

to prepare the synthetic seismograms in this paper, depth dependent attenuation
is not a restriction of the coda modeling scheme. Attenuation was calculated for
cach wavelet according to its travel time T by using

/
A(w) = Ao(w)cxp i -wTS 1 (1)( 2Qj,

whew Ao(w) is the amplitude at the source, w is the angular frequency, and Q is
the combined effect of Q and Q4. For seismograms of this study, travel times were
calculated for P and S waves, along the path from source to scatterer to receiver,
by assuming a constant velocity medium. The travel times for the scattered P
wave, Tv, and the scattered S wave, Ts, are given by

(ri+r2),E.P=
0

and
Ts = 3 + 3,

a s
where ri and r2 (see Fig.1) are the lengths of the first and second path segments,
and a and # are the P and S wave velocities, respectively.

Scattering attenuation Q, and intrinsic attenuation Q4 are dif!icult to dis-
tinguish because they are coupled:

l 1W
(-Q,t-Qi>| .

Q is often observed to be constant in a given frequency band, llowever, waves
traveling through a strongly scattering medium may suffer greater depletion of
high frequencies (Rayleigh, 1896, 296). In the case of a medium with strong
scattering and high Q, the high frequencies are shifted to later time in the coda.
This elTect is manifested as an enrichment of high frequencies in the later portions
of seismic codas recorded in southeastern Tennessac and may cause the frequency

dependence of Q = Qof" often observed in spectral studies of L, wave codas.

Wavelets were corrected for spherical spreading both from the source and
the scatterer. The amplitude decay depends on path length and therefore scat-r

terer position but is assumed to be independent of frequency. The correction for
geometric spreading along the source to scatterer to receiver path (rir2 in Fig.
1), must account separately for the source to scatterer distance, ri, and the scat-
terer to receiver distance, r2. The total attenuation of a wavelet due to geometric

36
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spreading along the source scatterer-receiver path is given, for a constant velocity
approximation, by

Aei,.9' = Ao "* "''. (2)
TTI 2

Ao is the initial amplitude (at the source), A in the amplitude at the receiver, and
and a. cat are the radii of source and scatterer, We assumed the medium toauc

have a constant Poisson ratio, thus the P and S waves share the same ray path
a .d have the same geometric spreading correction.

2.3 Source, Free Surface, and Instrument Response

2.4 P-Wave Source

.The response of a spherical cavity to a pressure step function (Blake,1952) was
used to .nodel an explosive (P wave) source. Far field displacement is given by

'
-C ' sin (wo ) if f 2 0,s(r)= 2 re

r

s(r)=0, if r < 0,

where r = (t -r/c), t = time, r is the distance from the center of the cavity to the
observer, c is the velocity of the medium, Po = pressure amplitude, and w is theo

cavity resonant frequency. C and C are constants that depend on the densityi 2

and Poisson's ratio of the medium. We initially calcuated source amplitude at
the surface of the source cavity and later apphed geometric spreading corrections

according to path length.

The amplitude of a plane wave incident on a free surface depends on the
angle of emergence y (see Fig.1). The ratio of emergent P and Sv amplitudes
to vertical displacement amplitudes (Ben Menahem and Singh,1081, pp. 89 98)
were used to convert confined amplitudes to vertical free-surface amplitudes.

.The response of a 1.0 Hz seismometer was used as the instrument response
of the model. Figure 2 shows the amplitude spectrum, IR(w)|, of tl:e response to

be linear for 150 Hz.
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3 Scattering Response

3.1 Background

The response of the individual scatterer to an incident plane wave is a unique
component of our model. Scatterers were modeled as spherical clastic hetero-
geneities embedded in an clastic host material. The assumption of sphericity is a
first order approximation that should yield reasonable results for media that con.
tain many scatterers of arbitrary shape and orientation and for non dimeruional
wave number ka 51. k is wave number,2r/A, and a is scatterer re.dius, thus,
when ka = 1, wavelength A equals scatterer circumference. Responses for values |
of ka greater than one are more strongly influenced by higher order terms, which
are required for an accurate solution, but which also lead to resonance effects that
are not expected to be sustained by the shapes of scatterers more typically found
in the crust

The range of scatterer radii used in this study was 0.11.0 km. The lower
bound was based on the resolution of the system, i.e. the wavelength of 25 Hz
waves that travel with a velocity of G km/s. The maximum reliable ha and effective
passband of the system determine the upper bound on scatterer size.

Energy scattered from the sphere varies as a function of non-dimensional
wavenumber ka, scattering angle 0, and the material contrast between host and
scatterer. The problem of determining the scattered wavefield was addressed first
by Rayleigh (1896), for scalar (acoustic) waves. He demonstrated that for ka < 1,
i.e. wavelengths which are much greater than the size of the scatterer, scattered
amplitudes are inversely proportional to the fourth power of wavelength. Mie
(1908) extended Rayleigh's work to obtain the general solution which expresses the
scattered vector wave field for all frequencies and the complete range of contrasts
between host and scatterer materials. Mie theory has been applied extensively
in many of the physical sciences, such as chemistry, meteorology, and astronomy
(van de Hulst,1956). Researchers have only recently considered its applications
in clastic materit.!s. Ying and Truell (1956) determined the scattered P and S
wave fields that are generated when a P wave impinges upon an elastic sphere
embedded in an clastic host medium. Their epproach is followed in this work.

38
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3,2 Separation of the Wave Equation

The wave field that is scattered when a wave impinges upon a spherical obstacle 3
is determined by solving the elastic wave equation in spherical coordinates with l;

'

appropriate boundary conditions, in a homogeneous, isotropic, elastic medium,
wave motion is described by

' '
62u

p ,, = ( A + 2p)V(V . u) - pV x (V x u), (3)

where u is displacement, p is density, and A and p are Lame's clastic constants
(see, e.g., Aki and Richards,19S0, p. GS, or Elmore and lleald,1969, pp. 225-229).

Following Ilen-Menahem and Singh (1981, pp. 54-03), u is found by solv-
ing for the radial (P) and transverse (S) components of displacement separately
and then combining them for the complete solution. The radial component is
represented as the gradient of a potential 4 and the transverse component is rep-
resented as the curl of a potential $.13y taking the incident wave to be purely
P from the negative : direction (Fig. 3), the particle motion of the scattered S-
waves is confined to the plane that contains the the source, scatterer and receiver.

The corresponding solution to eq. 3 is

1 1

u = ka V4 - kaV x V x (r$).
(4)

The two terms represent the radial and transverse (P and S) coinponents, respec-
tively:

u = (u + u,).r

3.3 Polarization of the Scattered S Wave

Amplitudes of scattered S waves are calculated in the plane of the source, scatt-
terer, and receiver. In order to synthesize vertical-component seismograms, we
need to determine the Sv amplitude, i.e. the component of S wave amplitude
that lies in the vertical plane which passes through the scatterer and receiver.
This vertical plane and the plane that contains source, scattere.r, and receiver in-
tersect along the line that joins scatterer and receiver. The angle between these
planes is used to determine the Sv component of the scattered S-wave. In the
coordinate system shown in Figure 4, source, scatterer, and receiver are denoted
by A, B, and C. Coordinates for longitude, latitude, and depth are given by z,
y, and :. The source-scatterer path is represented by

ri = (ro - r )i + (y6 - y.)j + (:3 - :o) ka

39
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and the scatterer-receiver path by

r2 = (x, - x6)i + (ye - v6)J + (:e - 26) k

(see Figure 1), The normal to the plane which contains source, scatterer, and
receiver is. obtained from the cross product of the two path segment vectors,
r3 = ri x r2 Direction angles of rs are

'

~I (|" E 73 = cos'I !#3 = cos'I 83=Cos and
\ |E3 !)| ,

Q - ,

\I3|) (!E3|/
The normal to the vertical plane which passes through the scatterer and receiver
is designated r.t. Its direction angles are

d * ~ #6
#4 = tan a4 = 90' - #4, and 74 = 90',,

( y, - y6 j

The angle between the plane ABC (see Figure 4), which contains the source,
scatterer, and receiver, and the vertical plane BCO, which passes through the
scatterer and the receiver, is the same as the angle between their normals. The
particle motion of the scattered S-wave is confined to the plane ABC and is
perpendicular to the raypath 7TD between scatterer and receiver, which is also
the line of intersection of the two planes discussed above, Since the amplitude of
particle motion _is known in the plane ABC,its projection or component in plane
BCO can be determined, given the angle between the two planes.

3.4 Scattered Wave Potentials

The potentials 4.and t are needed to evaluate eq. 4, Ying and Truell (1956)
and van de Hulst (1957) used the Mie approach to obtain solutions for scattered
wavefield potentials. The frequency-domain solution is obtained by writing the
potentials & and $ as spherical basis functions multiplied by undetermined Mie
coefficients:

Incident P-wave;

f(-i)"(2n + 1)in(k r) Pn(cos e) (5)
l& "* = i

n=0
it "* = 0 , (6)

Scattered waves:

@"^i f(-i)" Anhn(k r)Pn(cos0) (7)= i
nm0

f(-i)" Bnhn(ka ) Pn(cos 0), (8)4 "^' = r

| nm0
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Internal waves:

f(-i)" Cnin(k3r) Pn(cos 0) (9)l$ ""* =
un0

k(-i)" Dnjn(k r) Pn(cos 0) . (10)i&""" = 4

n=0

hn denotes the Hankel functions of the second kind,

h(2)(kr) = jn(kr)-in (kr),o

l used in the expressions above for outgoing scattered waves. An, Bn, Cn and Do

|
are the Mie coefficients, which must be determined for each order n and ~' aon-
dimensional wave number kr. The Bessel functions jo and ho are functivas c. che

product, kr, of wave number k and radial distance r. Wave numbers are defined
AS

k = 2rf k = 2rf k = 2rf and k = 2rf (11), 3 , 4i , 2
oh #A o, 4,

where o and # are the P and S wave velocities in the host material and scatterer,

as indicated by subscripts h and s, respectively,

3.5 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions at the host-scatterer interface are used to construct a
system of equations in terms of the undetermined Mie coeflicients An and Bn,
Since the scatterer is modeled as an elastic heterogeneity embedded in an clastic

- host material, displacements and stresses are required to be continuous across the
host scatterer interface. The set of equations may be written as

-u?* (12)u "^* - u ,""" =

uy*' - up"m -uy* (13)=

-o!"| (14)o",'' - of," =

o",'' - on"* = --oP/ (15)

evaluated at r = a, on the host scatterer interface (Ying and Truell,1956). r is
the distance from the origin, the center of a spherical scatterer having radius a.
u, and u, are the radial and tangential components of displacement; o , sad o ,r r

indicate normal and tangential tractions.

The displacements may be written in spherical polar coordinates as

1 64 1 1 'S/ T'
(16)sing (r$) 1u, =

ha or -ko r3 sin e 80 \ j.
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1 64 + korTr N'S}
1 0 / St

"* *
ka r 00 }

Assuming a linear relation between stress and strain,

( A + 2 ) o"r" (18)a =rr

P(pg+g,,.
1 Su, Sue)

(19)ae =r

1
|

|

3.6 Construction of the Scattering Matrix

In order to write the boundary conditions (equations 12 15) in terms of the un-
determined Mie coefficients An, Bn, Cn, and Dn, the displacements u and stresses
o are expressed in terms of their corresponding potentials & and t (equations 5-
10). The resulting equations were evalutated by using the differentiation relations
among Bessel functions, e.g.

d
g/n(kr) = ;1 [n/n(kr) - krfn 3(kr))

(Boas,1966, p. 564) and Legendre's equation expressed in terms of differentiation
with respect to 0 (Arfken,1970, p. 542),

I d dPn(cos 0)
gg sm0 g

.

+ n(n + 1)Pn(cos 0) = 0, (20)

After performing the necessary algebra (see, e.g. Pilant,1979), the system of
equations that correspond to the boundary conditions (12 - 14) may be written
as

[ 911 912 813 914\ [$n\ [Il \
921 922 923 924 Bn y2

(21)=

931 932 933 934 C, ya

\ 941 942 943 944 / \ Bn / (y4 /

The elements of the scattering matrix, G, are listed in Pao and Mao (1963). In
general, they are complex. The complex 4 x 4 system was converted to a real 8 x 8
before solving (Tie,1987). .In order to determine the scattered wavefield, only An
and Bn need be calculated.
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3.7 Scattered Displacements

With An and B in hand, the n'l' order components of the scattered wave field-

can be evaluated using

u;%'(k r) = (-i)" A" [nhn(k r) - k rhn+i(k r)] - n(n + 1)Bnhn(k r)i i i i 2

r kn

x Pn(cos0) (22)

u);'(k r) = (-i)" -hn(k r) B" {(n + 1)hn(k r)- ka hnu(k r))
An

i 2 r 22
r k ki 2

x - (do
dPn cos 0)

(23)

In the far field (for large r) equations 22 and 23 may be approximated by

hn+i(k r)Pn(cos o) (24)u;j'(k r) 2 -(-i)" An ii

u);'(ka) a (-i)"Bnhnu(k r)dPn(cos o) ( )
-

r 2 '

d6

Substitution of the asymptotic form for the llankel functions,

h!,2)(kr) ~ kr e "' , (26)
-

produces

(-1)" A" exp(-ik r)Pn(cos 0) (27)u;3'(kr) ~ ii kri

(-1)" B" exp(-ik r)dPn(cos o) pS)u)%'(kr) ~ 22 kr do2

The final scattered displacements are obtained by individually calculating and
summing the components of each order n:

a n n
u;c'' = { u;%' and u)''' = { u)%' (29)

nm0 nm0

u and uo are the scattered P and S-wave displacements, as were to be determined.r

N is the maximum order of Bessel functions and Legendre polynomials included
in the summation. Although the exact solution requires N = cc, in practice,
the series may be truncated at N ~ ka without significantly affecting the results
(Stenzel,193S; van de lluist,1957).
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4 Scattered Radiation Patterns

Scattering responses were calculated for contrasts which approximate granite or
basalt scatterers embedded in a sandstone matrix. These combinations correspond
to P wave velocity contrasts of 14% and 28%, respectively. Elastic properties
of the materials are specified in terms of P and S wave velocities and density
in Table 1. Figures 5 and 6 contain a series of radiation patterns, or scattering
diagrams, which show the response of the inclusions to an incident plane wave.
Each radiation pattern shows the angular variation in displacement amplitudes
of scattered waves. An incident F-wave arrives from the left and impinges upon
a scatterer indicated by th. star, the plot origin. For each value of ka, a pair of
radiation patterns are plotted; the top one corresponding to scattered P waves and
the bottom to the scattered P to-S. Since a P wave source was used, scattered
amplitudes are symmetric about the horizontal axis and the angular variation in
amplitudes is described completely by the two-dimensional plots; note also that
the S-wave response is always zero at 0 = 0* and 180'.

In reviewing the following results,it may be helpful to note that that nondi-
memional wave number ka is proportional to frequency; k = 2rf/c. Velocity c
of the model is approximately 6 km/s, so k = f. For ka less than one, the re-
sponse is relatively weak and the backscattered amplitudes are slightly stronger
than those of the forward scattered waves. For ka of 0.4 - 1.0, the shape of the ra-
diation patterns does not change significantly, but amplitudes grow rapidly as ka
increases. At ha greater than one, there are major changes in character. Forward
scattering b: omes larger than backscattering in both the P and S wavefields as
ka increases, but the effect becomes much stronger for the P waves at ka greater
than twc Bachscattered amplitudes reach their maxima fairly early, roughly be-
tween ha of one and two.

The response of the granite scatterer (Fig. 5) was used for most of the
simulations that follow. The radiation patterns of the basalt scatterer (Fig. 6)
are similar in shape to those of the granite scatterer, their main differences are in
amplitude. The P-wave radiation patterns are similar to those prepared by Stenzel
(1938), who also used Mie theory to calculate the acoustic wavefield scattered by
a rigid sphere. Both the P and P-S radiation patterns determined by us closely
resemble those prepared by Wu and Aki (1985) who used the Born approximation
to calculated the response of an clastic inclusion in an clastic host. The interested
reader may compare our Fig. 6 with their Fig.16.

Despite the strength of the forward-scattered P-wave at high ka, the backscat-
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tered waves tend to dominate the typical seismic coda because they persist for
a much greater time (Aki,1969). For single scattering and a uniform density of
scatterers, the dominance of backscattering is explained by comparing the number
of scatterers beb""n source and receiver that can be sampled by forward scattered

paths with that .npled by backscattered paths. There is a cutoff time after which
there can be no more forward-scattered arrivals, but backscattered waves will be
observed until either they become too attenuated to detect or until the limit of the
scattering region is reached. Although the amount of forward scattered S-wavesis
small compared to that of the P-waves at high ka, the backscattered S waves have
amplitudes on the same order as those of the P for all values of ka considered.

In order to minimize computation time, scattered displacement responses
were calculated independently of the synthetic coda computation. Scattered dis-
placements were computed for scattering angles of 0 = 0- 180' at 15' increments
for 0 < ka 5 2.5, a(ka) = 0.1, including up to 4'h order spherical functions.
During the synthetic coda computation, the response for a particular scatterer
size, wave number, and scatterin;; angle was obtained by interpolating between
the previously tabulated values.

5 Scattered Response Spectra

The response spectra of waves scattered from a granite scatterer embedded in
sandstone are shown for a series of scattering angles in Figure 7. These responses

were calculated up to ha = 6 (scatterer circumference equals six times wave-
length) and include up to eighth order terms. All of the curves show a very
weak response for ha < 1, which is consistent with Rayleigh scattering and indi-
cates that waves much longer than the size of an obstacle are not scattered. For
increasing values of ka that approach one, scattered amplitudes increase rapidly,
but reach a maximum at large ka. It is evident, upon comparison of the ampli-
tudes of forward scattered and backscattered amplitudes, that forward scattering
is much stronger than backscattering for ha greater than two. The value of ka at
which the maximum response is reached decreases as scattering angle increases.
The response curves for backscattering (0 = 120* and 180') show that for ka > 1
the response is modulated and does not appear to converge to a constant value.
This is a resonance effect caused by the generation of scattered pulses (see Varadan
and Varadan,1979; Gaunard and Uberall,1976).
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6 Synthesis of the Scattered Wavelet

. Synthetic seismograms were generated by calculating the frequency domain re-

sponse associated with each scatterer, finding the associated minimurn phase wavelet,

and time-shifting the wavelet to its correct position in the coda. The complete
coda was obtained by superimposing all scattered wavelets. As an example of the
computational method, a synthetic seismogram was calculated for a model which
contains only one scatterer. The scattering response u is initially calculated as
a function of non-dimensional wavenumber, ka. Velocity and scatterer radius a
are used to convert ha to frequency w so that the scattering response u can be
combined with other elements of the modelin the frequency domain.

The scattering response and the attenuation operator were combined in the
frequency domain. The spectral response of the medium, corrected for geometric
spreading and the free-surface effect, is given by

!Xe,s(w)| = "* "" Fe,s(y)|ues(0,v)| exp -f#'# (30)
"

rtr2 \ ~Q >
.

The first factor is the geometric spreading correction, F is the free surface correc-
tion, u is the scattering response, and the exponential factor corrects for intrinsic

attenuation in the host medium. Vertical bars indicate the amplitude spectrum,
or modulus, of a complex spectrum:

|X| = ((R(X))2 4 [g(y))2)u

The scattering response and attenuation were modeled as having minimum
phase. The Hilbert transform algorithm (Oppenheim and Shafer 1989, pp. 782-
789) was used to determine the minimum phase wavelet associated with |X(w)|,
described as follows. First the discrete inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm
of |X[k]| is computed,

c[n] = p {=01 "-' log lX{k]| exp
i2x

kn (31),

k

where k and n denote frequency and time samples, respectively. Then, the Fourier
transform

N-' -i2r
C'[k] = c(0) + 2 { c[n]exp ( y ) kn (32),

71 = 1 * .

is exponentiated and inverse Fourier transformed,

1 "- i2r
z[n] = p {=0 exp(C'[k]]exp(+y ) kn (@,

k '
,
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to yield the minimum phase wavelet, x[n). Claerbout's (1970, p. 02) subroutine
was used to execute this algorithm.

Figure 8 shows sample moduli |Xp(w)| and (Xs(w)| and the wavelets, xp(r)
and xs(r), which were obtained by finding and inverse Fourier transforming the
minimum phase spectra associated with |Xp(w)| and IXs(w)!.

7 Superposition of Scattered Wavelets

The travel times for the direct P, scattered P-to P and scattered P to S waves
associated with a particular source, scatterer, and receiver are denoted by To, Te
and Ts, respectively. These times are used to position the scattered wavelets in
the synthetic coda. Time measured from the onset of the scattered wavelets is
given by re,s = t - TP,S, where t is the time after source initiation. In a simple
one scatterer model, scattered P and S wavelets are time-shifted and combined

with the direct wave in a single time-trace as

y(t) = zo(t - To) + xp(t - Tp) + rs(t - Ts). (34)

where z , ze, and xs are the direct, scattered P, and scattered S wavelets, re-o

spectively, in a medium containing many scatterers, they can be iteratively in-
corporated in a single time trace as

x
y(t) = z (t) + { xe,n(t - Tp,n) + rs,n(t - Ts,n), (35)o

n=

where ze,n and xs,n are the P and S responses of the n'h of N scatterers in the
medium. Tp,n and Ts,n are the travel times from source to receiver via the n'h
scatterer.

8 Convolution of Source and Instrument Re-

sponse with the Coda

The contributions of a spherically symmetric explosive source and instrument re-
sponse are the same for all scatterers. Their incorporation may be postponed
until the end and applied in a single operation on the entire coda, rather than
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individually for each scattered wavelet. The combined response of the source and
instrument is convolved with the coda trace in the time domain. The convolution
of the combined source and instrument response with the coda to generate the
synthetic scismogram completes the computation. Figure 9 illustrates the syn-
thetic seismogram generated for a one-scatterer case,it consists of a direct wave,
scattered P, and scattered S wavelet.

,
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0 Synthetic Codas

Synthetic codas were generated for models using several sets of parameters. Re-
sults are compared with observed scismograms of blasts in Alabama and earth-
quakes in Tennessee. Our models consisted of a 50 km thick crust with several
hundred scatterers spaced 5 km apa.t (Figure 10). Scatterer radius was varied
from 0.1 to 0.6 km, but held constant within a given model. Q was assigned to
horizontal planar layers in the model. Typically a two-layer model was used, in
which a low Q was assigned to the upper 5 km and a higher Q was used at greater
depths.

The emergent onset typical of blasts recorded in Alabama at station 13KA is
best matched by synthetic codas generated with a model that has small scatterers

(100 m radius) and a low-Q surface layer (Q=150). The low-Q layer corresponds to
the 2.0 km thick Paleozoic sediments. Figure 11 comparcs synthetic codas with an
observed event. Codas with more impulsive onsets are matched by using models
with 400 000 m scatterers and a Q = 1500 surface layer (Figure 12). Synthetic
codas were generated for a wider range of model parameters by Craig (1990).

When geological contacts are rough, with irregularities having sizes compa-
rable with wavelength, conventional normal moveout techniques cannot exphdn
observed data. We used the discrete-scatterer method to investigate the response
of a layer of scatterers at depth. Figure 13 schematically shows the geometry and
a few raypaths. A model was considered that contained scatterers only in layers
at depths of 5 km and 40, and 45 km. The near surface zone was highly attenua-
tive (Q=150). At greater depths Q=3400 was used. The scattering response was
again taken as a 14% velocity contrast. The model and corresponding synthetic
seismogram are shown in Figure 14. The seismogram has a sharp onset, followed
by a fairly rapid decay (11.3 to 15s), which correspond to the direct wave and ar-
rivals scattered in the near surface zone. Arrivals from the deeper layers become
noticeable shortly after 17 s and persist until the end of the trace. The character
of the synthetic trace is unlike the expected response of a flat renector, but very
much like Moho reDections observed on COCORP lines.

The model of a 28 km deep earthquake is shown in Fig.15. The computed re-

sponse is quite different from those of models which have a surface source (Fig.10)
chic 0y because the direct raypath from source to receiver is no longer confined to
the near surface zone. Q was specified as 1000 for the upper 20 km and 3000 for
greater depths. A stronger velocity contrast (28% instead of the previous 14%)
was used to calculate the scattering response in an effort to increase scattered

I
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amplitudes relative to the amplitud_e_ of the direct arrival. Synthetic seismograms
were prepared for a series of models in which scatterer radius was varied from 100:
to 600 m (Fig.16). Amplitudes increase with increased scatterer size, but in all
cases they decay more rapidly with time after the direct wave than do observedt

data (Fig.17).

In order to investigate the validity of the single-scattering assumption as
used in the modeling process, we calculated the mean free time of seismic waves
between scatterers. Provided that the synthetic coda length is kept shorter than
the mean free time for the associated model, the single scatteting assumption is
valid. In a medium having scatterers of a constant size, the mean free path may
be expressed as ( = (no)-8, where n is the number density of scatterers and o is

|the effective cross section of the scatterer. For a distribution of scatterers having

a constant spacing Az, we may write t = ( Az)3/o. Mean free time is given simply
by t = t/c, the mean free path divided by velocity c.

Mean free time was determined for several models. The results show that
mean free time is shortest for high ka waves traveling through models with large
scatterers which contrast sharply against the host material. Consider, for example,
the basic model having scatterers spaced 5 km apart in a host medium which

-has a P wave velocity of 6:km/s: ' Waves with ka = 1.0 that travelin the model
with scatterers of radius 0.2 km and a velocity contrast of 14 % will-have a mean

free time t = 2240 s.' A wave having ka = 15 traveling through the same model.

has 't = 1080 s. Models with larger scatterers have much lower mean free times.
Waves having ka equal to 1.0'and 1.5 in a medium populated with 0.0 km radius
scatterers have mean free times of 623 and 301 s, respectively. A stronger contrast

between scatterer and host materialincreases the cross-section a of the scatterer
and:thus decreases the:mean free time. By increasing the velocity contrast to
28%, the times for the previous example drop to 126 and 71 s, respectively. Mean - i

free-times for all of the models used in this work are greater than the typically
~ 15 20 s lengths of the corresponding synthetic codas, thus single scattering is a-
-reasonable assumption in these simulations.

!
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10 Discussion and Conclusions

A model of heterogeneities in the earth's crust as a distribution of spherical scat-
terers was found to be efIective in synthesiszing the seismic P wave coda. The
model incorporates the complete frequet.cy dependent anisotropic scattering re-
sponse for an elastic sphere embedded in an elastic host medium. Codas were
synthesized by combining the scattered P and S waves from many scatterers dis-
tributed throughout the crust. The scattering model is particularly appropriate
in regions where the geology cannot be accurately represented with smooth lay-
ers. Computations were limited to singly scattered wavelets. The validity of the
single-scattering assumption was justified by ensuring that the durations of the
synthetic codas were less than mean free times in the models.

Mie theory provides the exact solution for the scattered wavefield for any
combination of frequency and material contrast and can be efliciently applied
to seismic scattering problems. Scattering responses were demonstrated to vary
strongly as a function of scattering angle and frequency. Radiation patterns and
response spectra were prepared, using a P wave source, for both scattered P
and scattered S waves. For an elastic scatterer embedded in an clastic medium,

a significant portion of incident P energy is converted to S-waves. For non-
dimensional wavenumber ha of the incident wave less than one, backscattering
is stronger than forward scattering for both P and S waves. Within this range,
as ha is increased, scattered amplitudes grow significantly but the shape of their
radiation patterns changes very little. For larger ka, forward scattering becomes
dominant.

Responset dculated using Mie theory were incorporated in the synthesis of
P codas for geologic models containing several hundred scatterers. Simulations
investigated the effects of scatterer size and spacing and source-receiver geometry
on the onset and decay characteristics of seismograms. Synthetic codas wea
able to provide reasonable simulations of P wave codas recorded from blasts and
earthquakes in Alabama and Tennessee.

The marked difference in character between the synthetic seismograms pre-
pared for the Alabama blasts and the Tennessee carthquakes appears to be largely
due to differences in the path geometry of the direct wave. The direct wave
and nearly direct scattered waves from the Alabama surface source are selectively
attenuated in the near-surface zone, whereas the direct and nearly direct paths
from the deeper Tennessee source to the surface traverse much the same material

as do the paths of scattered waves that arrive later in the coda.
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Some of the difference between observed seismograms and the synthetics
may be due to S - P conversions, which were not modeled. Our model employed
an ideal explosive source that produced only P waves, and considered only singly-
scattered waves. S --P conversions were not modeled since they could arise
only through multiply scattered P - S - P conversions. In practice, mine blasts
(such as those displayed in Figs.11 and 12) generate both P and S waves due
to source asymmetry. Earthquakes are more likely to generate S - P scattered
waves, if such scattering occurs near enough to the source, the S- P arrivals will
be superimposed on the P coda.

P wave codas of relatively deep focus earthquakes recorded under a station
have strong direct arrivals, relative to scattered waves. Ilowever, the ratio of the
direct-wave amplitude to amplitudes in the coda is less than predicted by the syn-
thetic seismograms. A model with more densely spaced scattere.rs would improved
the match between synthetic and observed data. An alternative is a model with
lateral variations in scatterer density. If a zone of anomalously high scatterer den-
sity were to exist between source and receiver, waves traveling nearly direct paths
would be attenuated more than those traveling via the longer scattered paths that
avoid the zone,

|

- Computing resources may limit the precision and complexity of the model
as dictated by scatterer spatial density, frequency bandwidth, and sampling rate.
Timing precision will be affected by uncertainties in the location of source and by
the assumption of minimum phase for the scattering response. Realistic synthetic
codas were obtained in thb study with constant velocity models and e. uniform
spacing of spheres of the same diameter. Improvement should be expected for
more realistic crustal velocity models, although the commensurate demands of
raytracing will add significantly to the computation time. .Models could also be
improved by using an appropriate random distribution of the location and size of
scatterers,

Part of the motivation for this work lies in the hope that temporal varia-
tions in Q may prove to be detectable precursors to earthquakes. Accurate and
regionally specific models of the cda are needed to detect and interpret temporal
variations in Q. The model presented in this work provides a means for re9re-

'senting the scismic coda.as a linear combination of scattered responses, a- 2 can
assist in the development of inversion schemes that seek to determine scattering

. properties of a region from seismic codas.
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1

Rock Type a (km/s) # (km/s) p (g/cm)8

Sandstone 5.0 2.7 2.5

Granite 5.7 2.9 2.67

Basalt 6.4 3.2 3.0

Table 1: Properties for typical geologic materials o = P wave velocity, $ = S
wave velocity, and p = density (af ter Dobrin,1976, pp. 456 458).
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APPENDIX B

A MODEL FOR MAJOR INTRAPLATE CONTINENTAL EARTilQUAKES

Leland Timothy Long

ABSTRACT: Traditional paradigms of continental seismicity assert
the stationarity of the earthquake process and a causal
association of earthquakes with active faults, increasing levels
of stress, and crustal structures, in a framework of Plate
Tectonics. I propose, instead, that the seismicity associated
with a magnitude six or greater intraplate continental earthquake
is a transient phenomenon responding to a porturbation in crustal
strength independent of existing faults and crustal structures.
Regional plate stress may still provide the driving energy, but
the causative stress is released by a porturbation in crustal
strength in the vicinity of a major carthquake. The timing of a
major earthquake and the characteristics of the associated seis-
micity may then be described by a sequence of five phases which
are as follows: (1) Initiation. A major intraplate continental
earthquake is initiated with a disturbance in the hydraulic or
thermal properties of the crust below the epicenter. Such
disturbances could be induced by the intrusion of a sill or by
partial molting. (2) Strength corrosion. A corrosion in crustal
strength follows the upward migration of fluids or heat from the
area of recent disturbance. (3) Stress concentration. As a
weakened contral zone deforms in response to tectonic plate
stress, stresses are concentrated in the surrounding rigid crust.
(4) Failure. A major earthquake occurs when the stress
surrounding the weakened core exceeds the crustal strength,
either because the concentrated stresses are anomalously high or
because the dispersing fluids have spread beyond the core. (5)
Crustal healing. The final phase in the occurrence of a major
intraplate continental earthquake is an extended aftershock
sequence which is concentrated along the rupturo zone of the main
event. The occurrence of a major intraplate earthquake as
described above releases the strain energy in a perturbed area.
Additional major events would be unlikely until the strength has
recovered sufficiently to equalize intraplate stress and permit a
repeat of the cycle.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of Plate Tectonics has for many achieved the
status of a Paradigm in the sense of Kuhn (1970). Although this
assessment of the Plate Tectonics hypothesis is not immune from
controversy (Mareschal, 1987), Plate Tectonics has achieved
virtually universal acceptance and has for the last 20 years
provided the earth science community with a basis for modeling
and understanding the dynamic lithosphere. Present studies of
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the continr".c-1 3nd oceanic lithosphere consist largely of
verifying the Plete Tectonics model through data acquisition and
perfecting this model through the construction of sets of
auxiliary hypothesis. A notable exception to the success of
Plate Tectonics has been the lack of agreement on a generally
acceptable model for major intraplato continental earthquakes.
Hypothesis of diverse character (for examples soo Dewey, 1985;
Long et al., 1986) are yet to be rejected. Although the Plato
Tectonics model deserves recognition for some measure of success
(Dewey, 1988), formidable problems for its application to major
intraplato continental carthquakes still exist becauso many
:bservations, such as the sparsity of continually activo surface
ruptures, have not been reconciled with Plate Tectonics and
because the existing models do not predict or explain isolated
large earthquakes. Although Dowey (1988) does not see anomalics
sufficient to imply an imminent revolution in seismotectonics,
one might question whether the existing confusion in the
understanding of intraplate continental earthquakes could suggest
that the current routine science phase may be heading for a
cr. sis, albeit only in intraplate seismotectonics, and whether at
this tino an examination of the application of commonly accepted
paradigms to intraplate earthquakes might be in order.

For discussion purposes in this paper, a major intraplato
earthquake or closely timed earthquake sequence is one with
magnitudos greater than six and minimum fault rupture lengths on
the order of 20 km. The Charleston, South Carolina, 1886,
carthquake is such an event and the 1811-12 New Madrid sequence
of at least 4 ovents would represent another. These and other
major earthquakes are assumed to cause a failure of the strongest
portion of the crust, which is typically in the depth range of 10
to 25 km. At those depths the tractional resistance to fault
slip increases to the maximum stress sustainable in a viscous
lower crust subject to a given strain rate (Chen and Molnar,
1983).

Intraplato continental earthquakes may be divided into two
classes. The class containing largo damaging earthquakes is the
subject of the new model to be presented in this paper. These
largo events pose the dominant risk from intraplate continental
carthquakes, but are limited to locations and time periods
associated with a porturbation in the properties of the lower
crust. The second class of events is dominated by small shallow
earthquakes with limited seismic risk. The second class includes
most of the shallow (0-10 km) focus carthquakes which can be
attributed to many sources of stress or strength perturbation on
existing shallow fractures. This class would include induced
seismicity. These smaller shallow events play a role in this
model for major earthquakes, as well as being widely distributed
outside potential sites of major events.
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In this paper I present alternativos or, perhaps, oppositos
to five paradigms in the seismotectonics of intraplato ,

continental carthquakes and suggest a mechanism which is '

consistent with those alternativos. These alternativos are
implicit in the basis for the proposed now model and question the
extent that interiors of continental plates mimic the plato
geometry and strength distributions of the more homogeneous
oceanic plato and the extent that plate tectonics boundary

_

phenomena can be transferred to intraplato tectonics. The model,
if acceptablo, could support the pocsibility that the alternato
paradigms may be more appropriato for plate interiors. Also, the
acceptance of this model could pose the possibility that
adherence to the plato tectonics model has inhibited recognition
of some dynamic processes in the lower crust that could play a !

large role in intraplato continental seismotectonics. If such a
model can resolvo inconsistencies in observations, explain why
the old model does not work and predict now observations, then,
perhaps, a change in our perspectivo of midplato continental
soismotectonics is indood in order.

FIVE PARADIGMS

Fivo paradigms for intraplato continental carthquakes are
outlined in Tablo I. All-have boon questioned before and their
degroo of acceptanco varios; but, in this paper a model is
presented that simultaneously satisfies alternativos that are not
generally acceptod.

Paradigm 1: Earthquakes occur on activo faults. This
paradigm predates Pinto Tectonics and holds that carthquakes
occur through the release of stress accumulated on locked
portions of active faults.

Alternativo: Faults and related zones of weakness are
created by the carthquake process and are not necessarily sitos'

of futuro events. Paults are simply a manifestation of the
earthquako process.

Paradigm 2: Earthquakes are the result of increases in
deviatoric stress, released along faults or concentrated by
structures in the crust.

Alternativo: Earthquakes are a roloaso of stress triggered
by a decrease in strength which may be attributed to changos in
physical proporties of the crust.

Paradigm 3: The seismicity of the continental crust is.
associated with blocks of crust, maj~or geologic structures, and
their associated faults. The study of thoso structures should
lead to an explanation for major carthquakes.
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Alternative: The earthquake mechanism is independent of
tectonic events and major geologic structures which are evident
from studies of near surface geology. The strength of the crust
would be more dependent on depth than rock type and, perhaps,
crustal strength would be control'ed more by proporties such as
fluid content in the lower crust and upper mantle than by the
rock type.

Paradigm 4: Short-term changes in pore-fluid pressure
influence seismicity only in the vicinities of reservoirs.

Alternative: In this case the alternative is an expanded
role for fluids in triggering earthquakes, including those at
depth in the crust. This is the Hydroseismicity hypothesis as
proposed by Costain et.al. (1988).

Paradigm 5: Seismicity is a stationary process, with past
events strongly suggesting the locations and magnitude
distribution of events in the future. Locations of earthquakes
in the past will continue to be active at the same rate.

Alternative: A major mid-plate earthquake and its
aftershock sequence is a transient phenomena. Contemporary
seismicity consists only of aftershocks from major past
carthquakes and, as such, is of minimal utility in predicting
future major events.

TABLE I Conventional Paradigms and Alternates.

Conventional Paradigm Alternate

Active faults cause earthquakes Earthquakes create faults
Increases in stress causes Change in strength causes failure

failure on crust
Crustal blocks and geologic structures Plate strength independent of block

control plate dynamics composition or block boundary
Reservoir induced seismicity is shallow Hydraulic mechanism may occur

and only near reservoirs anywhere "hydroseismicity"
Stationary process Transient process

THE ALTERNATE MODEL

on discarding the traditional paradigms of intraplate
continental seismicity and considering seismicity with the
perspective of selected alternatives (or opposites), a model can
be devised that describes the creation of a major carthquake and
the characteristics of its associated seismicity. In this now
model a major earthquake may be described as a sequence of five
phases in the treasient porturbation of the strength of the
crust. The five phases are: (1) initiation, (2) strength
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corrosion, (3) stress redistribution, (4) failure, and (5)
crustal healing (see also rigure 1). I tender this model as an
improvement over traditional paradigms for a description of the
principal characteristics of zones of seismicity associated with
a single major intraplate earthquake.

Phase 1 Initiation: The sequence of events leading to a
major intraplate earthquake may be initiated with a disturbance
in the hydraulic or thermal properties at Moho depths in a small
portion of the continental crust. Such a disturbance could be
induced by the intrusion of a sill or by partial molting. At the
time of the initial disturbance, the strongest portion of the
crust at a depth of 10 to 25 km cannot be penetrated by fluids
from below. A horizontal zone of partial melt is formed and
becomes a source for fluid and thermal porturbation of the
overlying crust.

Evidence: During phase 1, the fluids generated in crustal
underplating by intrusion of sills or partial melting in viscous
deformation could create or enhance reflections from horizontal
sills and provide direct evidence for the initiation of a major
carthquake sequence. The existence of viscous deformation or
multiple sills in the lower crust is suggested by the prominence
of thin reflectors observed in deip crustal seismic reflection
data (Allmendinger et al., 1987). Also, sills of molten material
are observed at mid-crustal depths in areas of active tectonics
( B r o w n c.t...a l . , 1979). At Moho depths, studies suggest that a
sharp reflecting Moho is the si.gnature of recent tectonic
activity and may be explained with the formation of sills. A

reflecting Moho often is obr.orved to truncato crustal structures
of the most recent tectonic events, such as the vertical
movements of the crust in the Basin and Range province (Klemperer
et al., 1986). A possible association between seismicity and a
sharp Moho (and hence recent tectonic activity) is suggested in
the zone of active seismicity in southeastern Tennessee, where
the Moho is clearly defined by reflections (Long and Liow, 1986),
although the surrounding area is characterized by a gradational
Moho (Owens it_El. 1984)~

Phase 2, Strength Corrosion: A corrosion in the strength of
the lower crust could be caused by an upward migration of fluids
or heat from the recently implanted sill or partial molting of
the lower crust. The fluids may be driven by the higher
temperatures of the sill or they may follow vertical tension
cracks related to regional plate stress. Fluid pressures could
vary between hydrostatic and lithostatic in scaled compartments
controlled by a complex feedback among fluid flow, temperature,
chemistry and strength.

A spatial variation in the crustal strength-versus-depth
relation for the crust is generally accepted as an explanation
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for differences in the maximum depth-of-focus of intraplate
earthquakes (Chen and Molnar, 19831 Moisoner and Strenhlau,
1982). Continental crust with larthquakes at a maximum deptn of
5 to 15 km is characterized by high heat flow and recent tectonic
activity. Continental crust with carthquakes at a depth of 15 to
25 km are characterized by limited tectonic activity and low heat
flow. At shallow depths, the me.ximum possible stress in
controlled by the mineralogical and physical properties of
existing fractures, and Byerlee's law governing frictional
strength versus depth. At depths below approximately 15 km the
viscosity of the lower crust controls the ability to sustain
stress. Increases in fluid content or temperature decrease the
strength of the crust and shallow the zone of maximum possible
stress. The corrosion of strength in a localized volume of the
lower crust of a stable tectonic area could initiate seismicity
by releasing regional compressive stress. This central zone or
core of weakness would be a continuing zone of anomalous
seismicity through phase 3. The dominant focal mechanism would
be strike slip because the distortion of the weakened central
zone, which would be analogous to the distortion in a hole in a
plate, will hecp the vertical axis the neutral axis. The
corrosion of strength would imply preference over existing fault
planes for new fault planes defined by the directions of maximum
shear stress .

Evidence: Coda Q, which can be estimated using a space-time
function for coda energy density, varies with seismic activity.
Zones of anomalous Q are observed under volcanic regions and the
Q value is observed to vary with the progress of a volcanic
eruption (Fehler, et al., 1988). In China areas of low coda Q
are associated with the largest earthquakes (Jin and Aki, 1988).
In southeastern Tennessee coda Q was computed by the technique of
Jin and Aki (1986). A simple inversion for Q structure suggests
that azimuthal variations of coda decay can be explained by a
zone of anomalously low coda Q (less than 100) in the area of
southeastern Tennessee (see figure 2) which contains the largest
and most numerous events (Long et_n12, 1987). This area exhibits
a uniform strikoslip focal mechanism (Teague et_al., 1986). The
low coda Q suggests a perturbation in the fluid or fracture
properties of the crust and the strikeslip focal mechanisms are
consistent with the reaction of a central zone of weakness to
regional plate stress. The presence of fluids in cracks and
microcrc1ks at depth in the crust explains (Al-Shukri and
Mitchell, 1988) the association of enhanced earthquake activity
with low "^'7 city in the crust near the New Madrid seismicity,

phase 3, stress concentration: The development of a contral
zone or core of weakness through a disturbance in the fluid and
thermal properties is not sufficient in itself to cause a large
earthquake. the area of developing weakness must also be under
stress if energy is to be available for a large event. A likely
source of the stress would be horizontal plate stress, usually
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attributed to ridgu jush mechanisms. As a weakened central zone
relaxes, Ltress ia transferred to the surrounding more rigid
crust where *t is concentrated the greatest at the boundary of
the core of wc_kness. In this phase, earthquake activity is
grens st in the central zone, but surrounding the contral zone
earthquakes may occur with fault planes too small eo rupture the
strongest port 'on of the crust. These could represent stress
adjustnents on shallow planes of weakness, where the source of
stress could be a reaction of the shallow crust to flexuro about
the deforming core of weakness. These events could also be
triggered by a changing hydraulic regime.

Evidences rinite element and theoretical models (Campbell,

1978) a plate with core of weakness show increased stress
surrou.. sing the core. Stress within the core would be less, but
uniform in its response to the regional stress. In this
theoretical model the pattern of stress directions outside the
core depend on the concentration at the boundary of the core and
can include principal axes directions and magnitudes that deviate
significantly from those of plate stress.

In southeastern Tennessee, a concentration of stress is
suggested by the distribution of focal mechanisms (see figure 2).
Inside the low coda Q area, which may coincide with a core of
weakness, the dominant focal mechanism is strikeslip. Focal
mechanisms outside this area show significant thrust and normal
components. The pattern of scismicity in southeastern Tennessee
is one of a concentration of activity in the vicinity of the low-
Q area and activity becoming more diffuse with distance away from
the central zone. The shallower events outside the core may
represent a response of crustal zones above the maximum strength
depth zone to distortion of the stress channel around the core of
weakness.

Phase 4, Major Failure: A major carthquake occurs when the
stress surrounding the contral disturbed zone exceeds the
strength of the crust, perhaps, because the dispersing crustal
fluids have spread beyond the contral disturbed zone and weakened
the crust or because the stress load has shifted to the outside
of the core of weakness. The geometrical pattern of the contral
zone and the dispersion of the fluid may determine the location
and existence of the major earthquake. If the major carthquake
occurs, at least two distinct patterns of faulting are possible.
One pattern would censist of two near-vertical faults striking
parallel to the direction of maximum shear stress of the regional
field and extending away from diagonally opposite edges of the
contral core. These faults could be connected in the central
zone by a fault or a series of faults in the complimentery
direction. The other pattern would develop when deformation ic
resisted by a thinned strong portion of the crust above the core.
In this case the major carthquake will occur on a reverse fault
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| with dimensions comparable to the size of the core of weakness.
}

| Evidence: In the New Madrid seismic zone the pattern of
| aftershocks define two sub-parallel faults trending north-
! northeast and a connecting west-northwest sequence of faults (sco
j figure 2). Various segments of these faults are believed to havo
| ruptured during the sequence of four large events in 1811 and

1812. Hence, for the New Madrid earthquako zone, the
i contemporary pattern of faulting was developed through a sequence
i of earthquakes. The other pattern was exhibited by the Marr.at
| Creek, Australia, earthquake (McCue et al., 1987). The focal

mechanism was strike slip with a thrust component which was more
evident in the surface displacement.

phase 5, Decay: The final phase in the occurrence of a
major intraplate carthquake is an extended aftershock sequence.
The fluids, no longer repicnished by the hydraulic or thermal
disturbance of the lower crust, dissipato from the core,
subsequently increasing the strength of the crust and inhibiting
additional carthquakos, except along the weakened fractures of

j the major event. Aftershock activity concentrates on the fault
: plane of the main event (s) and associated fatlts instead of in

the core. Also, the amplified stress around the core is
released, decreasing the overall level of stress and limiting the
potential for additional significant activity.

; Evidence: Most major earthquake areas in the eastern United
'

States can be modeled as aftershock sequences. This is a
j controversial conclusion that is best illustrated by the
i Charleston seismicity. Seismologists renerally accept the

assumption that the immediate aftersho;k activity ended within
afew years (Seaber and Armbruster, 1947); however, the felt
events for the full 100 years are sr.tisfied just as well by
Omori's law for aftershocks (Long. 1982;Bo112nger, 1983). prior
to 1886, the Charleston area shoted little evidence of seismic
activity.

DISCUSSION

Each phase of the proposed model suggests phenomena that
could be observed with available geophysical techniques. Such
observations could answer questions concerning the details of
this mechanism. In phase 1 the strength and coherence of a
reficcting Moho in an incipient seismic area could be an
indication of recent underplating of the crust and evidence that
new fluids or thermal perturbations are available to initiato.the
sequence of events loading up to a major intraplate earthquake.
Variation in time of the Moho reflection amplitudo, including the
appearance-of bright spots, could identify new locations of
possible major events and answer questions concerning the rates
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of fluid movement in the lower crust. In phase 2, the
orientation of fractures with the direction of principal regional
stress might be measured with shear-wave anisotropy. In phase 3
the depth distribution and focal mechanism of events surrounding
the active central core should reflect the cleformation and
accumulation of stress. The dominent strike-slip focal
mechanisms in the core of weakness suggests conditions that
should continue to foster anisotropic behavior of the crust.
Also, the central core should exhibit anomalously low Q. By
identifying potential candidate seismic zones for phase 3, the
areas of high risk may be restricted to a few areas where the
pattern of seismicity suggests a potential for a major
earthquake. In phase 4 the size and perhaps existence of the
major evcht would be proportional to t' magnitude of plate
stress, as well as the size of the por ebed zone. In phase 5
the seismicity should exhibit a decay la activity typical of4

extended aftershock coquences.

The occurrence of a major intraplate continental earthquake
as described in this model decreases the stress in the perturbed
area. Additional major events would not be expected there again
until the strength has recovered enough for a repeat of the cycle
and until the regional plate stress has re-equilibrated. The
rate of strength recovery is one unanswered question, but the
time to recover half the strength must be on the order of an
extended aftershock stquence. Incomplete recovery could provido
paths for later intrusions, particularly if located over a
recognized hotspot, and explain evidence for repeated major
events in areas like New Madrid. Another unanswered question is
the time required to progress through phase three. Evidence on
the rate of movement of magma suggest this time could be on the
order of years. Other unanswered questions concern the size of
the lower crustal disturbance needed to trigger a major event and
the certainty of the major event occurring in a scismic zone
currently in phase three.

Many of the phenomena suggested above have not been
observed, perhaps, in some cases because of a lack of data.
However, many of the enigmas of major continental earthquakes,
such as the pattern of epicenters in New Madrid, the lack of
continuous scismic activity on the Meers fault, and the lack of
continuous shear zones showing long-term deformation, are
described by a model satisfying alternatives to traditional
paradigms for continental seismicity. If such a model can
resolve these and other inconsistencies in observations, explain
why some aspects of the Plate Tectonics model do not work and
predict new observations, then, perhaps, a change in our
perspective of continental tectonics is indcod in order.
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APPENDIX C

A LOCAL WEAKENING OF THE BRITTLE-DUCTILE TRANSITION CAN
EXPLAIN .30ME INTRAPLATE SEISMIC ZONES

Leland Timothy Long and Karl-Hoinz Zolt'

+ Now with Shell International, Den Haag, Netherlands
ABSTRACT: A decrease in the strength of a localized area of the
lower crust would decrease the depth to the brittle-ductile
transition and concentrate stress in the stronger clastic crust
around and above the zone of decreased strength. Deformation
within the zone of weakened lower crust would occur through
viscous or dislocation creep in response to regional plate stress
as well as by clastic failure in small earthquakes. Two-
dimensional finite-element models of zones of weakness subjected
to a regional plate stress predict stress amplification of 10 to
100 percent surrounding the local decrease in strength. A finite
element model for an irregular zone of weakness in the lower
crust can generato stress directions and relative magnitudes that
satisfy the focal mechanisms and seismicity of southeastern
Tennessee. An analysis of the displacements and stresses in the
contral area of decreased crustal strength suggests that strike
slip faulting should dominato. Above this zone the strike slip
faulting should exhibit a strong thrust component. The
compression and extension of the crust surrounding the weakened
zone at the level of the brittle-ductile transition predicts that
the dominant strike slip faulting should exhibit components of
normal faulting on the edges of the weak zone which are near a
lino through the weak zone parallel to the regional stress and
reverse faulting on the edges which are near a line transverse to
the regional stress.

The seismicity of southeastern Tennessee is diffused over a
narrow olliptical zone trending northeast. The greatest
concentration of activity is near the conter. The contral zone
is characterized by doop-focus strike slip events with
predominantly north or cast striking nodal planos. Thoso events
are responding directly to compression in the direction of the
regional compressive stress and extension perpendicular to the
regional comp"essive stress within the weak zono. The uniformity
of the focal mechanism solutions suggest that these earthquakes
are not occurring on a random distribution of fractures and may
be forming new faults. The area surrounding the contral zone is
characterized by focal mechanisms with larger compcnonts of
reverse or normal fault movements. Events with normal components
are dominant on the edges in line with the regional stress as
predicted by the stress model for a weak contral zone under
stress. The agreement between observed earthquake focal
mechanisms in southeastern Tennessee and models of crustal stress
surrounding a zone of weakness suggests that these events may be
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caused by a zone of weakness in the lower crust.

INTRODUCTION

Many hypotheses have been offered for major intraplato
earthquakes and seismic zones (Dowey, 1985; Long, et al., 1986).
Most efforts to identify hypotheses have concentrated on
describing a causati'/a structure common to active soismic zones;
however,. differences in the tectonic setting of seismic zones
such as the southeastern Tennessee seismic zone and theaftershock zono of the 1886 Charleston, South Carolina,
earthquake have made identification of common structures
difficult. A pervading paradigm underlying most hypotheses is
that thu atrosses generated by forces at plate boundaries and,
possibly, by topographic or density loads reactivate prooxisting
faults or other weak structures. This study considers the
responso of weak zones in the lower crust to regional tectonic
stress and compares crustal stress surrounding simulated weak
zones with focal mechanism solutions for earthquakes in south-
castern Tenneusee.

The consistency of principal compressive stress directions
in the interiors of crustal plates has long bocn recognized
(McKenzio, 1969; Sbar and Sykes, 1973; Zoback and Zoback, 1980).
Stresses in plate interiors exist in response to forces at mid-
ocean ridges (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982, pg 287) and these
forces can be transmitted over a largo distance by the elastic
lithosphere. Other forces associated with plate boundaries are
those of slab-pull near subduction zones (Bott and Kusznir,
1984), forces associated with transform faults (Byerlee, 1978)
and those related to viscous shear of asthenospheric convective
flow (Richardson et al., 1979; Solomon et al., 1980; Fleitout and
Froidevaux, 1982, 1983). Mareschal and Kuang (1987), and Kuang,
et al. (1989) investigated the role of stresses from topographic
and gravitational loading and concluded that variations in the
stress field do to topography and density anomalies are
comparable in magnitude to regional stressos generated by the
forces of plate tectonics. They observed that zones of increased
stress are consistent with the seismicity in southeastern
Tennessee, but that the observed strike slip focal mechanisms
could not be predicted with the same pattern of zones of higher
stress. The maximum stresses associated with these forces are on
the order of tens of MPa. In comparison, stresses required to
cause brittle failure of the upper crust can rango from 8 MPa at
shallow depths to 9000 MPa in the lower crust (Meissner and
Strohlau, 1982). Consequently, tectonic stresses alono cannot
cause brittle failure unless the strength of the 1st is low at
the earthquako focus, usually assumed to be on an s .d fault.

The southeastern United States is situated within the North
American Plate, where carthquakes of magnitudo greater than 5.0
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are rare and where the last major tectonic activity occurred in
the Jurassic Period, during the opening of the Atlantic. In-situ
stress measuromonts and earthquake focal mechanisms (Sbar and
Sykes, 19731 Zoback and Zoback, 19801 Zoback, 1983) show that the
greatest principal (compressivo) stress in North America is
horizontal and trends along the direction of plate motion,
consistent with the regional stress originating from ridge push
forces near the mid-Atlantic ridge. For southeastern Tennesseo
Zoback and Zoback (1980) predict northeast-southwest compression,
consistent with 14 previously availablo focal mechanism solutions
(Johnston et al. , 19851 Tonguo et al., 1986).

Sykes (1978) proposed that intraplato carthquakes reactivato
and follow prooxisting zones of weakness, such as sutures
developed in the Appalachian orogenic bolt during the closing of
the proto Atlantic Ocean. Other cited zones of weakness which
exhibit seismicity are the Ottawa-Bonnochore rift grabon (Rankin,
1976) and the late Procambrian-carly Paleozoic continental rift
in the Now Madrid area (Zoback, 1980). Talwani (1988) argued
that major carthquakos prefer the intersection of zones of
weakness. Other authors have stressed high-angle reverse motion
on reactivated _ normal faults bordoring Triassic basins along the
castern seaboard (Prowell and O'Connor, 1978; Reinhardt et al.,
1984 Aggarwal and Sykes, 1978). Bollinger and Whoclor- (1988)
argued that the Giles county, Virginia, soismicity was best

j explained by reactivation of Iapetan normal faults.
.

' Those hypotheses do not explain the temporal and spatial
clustoring of earthquake epicentors in southeastern Tennessoc and
western North Carolina (Bollinger,1973) or in the Charlesto -'

area. Estimatos of recurrence rates from contemporary so.S o 'ty
; imply cumulative Quaternary displacements that are much Ivo;a
i than geological data can justify without invoking temporal
I clustering (Copporsmith, 1988). To explain the spatial clusters
- of seismicity in the eastern United States, attempts have boon
} made to correlato earthquakes with mafic crustal units. Those

correlations are largely attempts to associato seismicity withi

concentrations of stress in the crust induced by inhomogeneous
distributions of matarial proporties.- 'rox (1970) was one of the
first to speculato on the possible significance of the
association or opicenters with mafic Paleozoic rocks in the Blue
Ridge provinco. In_ studios of the Bowman and Charleston, South
Carolina, soismicity, Long (1976) proposed a stress
amplification mechanism that may explain seismicity near mafic
intrusivos and noted that the stress concentrations around or in
an inclusion are a function of the ratio of the Young's modulus
of the inclusion to that of the host, the shapo of the inclusion
and the applied stress. Kano (1977) oxtended_the correlation of
mafic intrusions with seismicity to other areas in~the eastern
United States. Long and Champion (1977) argued that carthquakes
in the Charleston, South Carolina, area were better explained by
stress amplification in or near a largo mafic crustal intrusion
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than by reactivation of the known faults. McKeown (1978)
correlated the orientatirn of mafic intrusivos vith fault
orientations and existiag focal mechanism solutior.s for the How i

Madrid seismic zono and the southern Appalachian seismic zone.
McKeown (1978) then used the stress calculations of Oudenhoven et
al. (1972) to expla3n anomalous stress around solid inclusions.
Whereas the above ut.ntioned authors assumed intrusions stiffer
than the surrounding plato, Campbell (1978) determined
theoretical stress values associated with weakened intrusions.
He suggested that Lafic intrusions weakened possibly by
serpentinization may concer;rato stresses more than 200 porcent
above the regional values. The highest differential stresc
factor was found in the plate just outside the inclusion,
implying that most or all brittle-failure carthquakes near a weak
inclusion will occur in the plato nearby, not in the inclusion
itself. The lack of a definitive association with soismicity has
characterized all the mafic intrusion and stress concentration
hypothesos. While they demonstrate the capability of variations
in crustal rigidity to generate anomalous stress, many
significant crustal units which should be anomalously rigid do
not exhibit scismicity and the predicted stress distributiono
have not been confirmed with focal mechanisms

The discovery and improved understanding of the brittle-
ductilo transition at mid-crustal depths (Chen and Molnar, 1983;
Heissner and Strehlau, 1982) has added a new dimension to
discussions of stress distributions in the crust. They have
shown that the depth to the brittle-ductile transition correlatos
with the maximum depth of earthquakos in continental interiors.
A porturbation in the depth to the brittle-ductile transition due
to the thermal offects of the cooling of a mid-crustal intrusion
was investigated by Gottings (1988). He speculated that the
residual thermal offects of an intrusivos of lato Miocono age or
younger could cause shallowing of the brittle-ductilo transition
of 3 kilometers or more at the present and thus provide an area
of possible stress amplification or concentration to explain the
1886 Charleston seismicity.

'

Long (1988) used the concept of a change in the properties
of the brittle-ductilo transition in the crust as the basis for a
new hypothesis for major intraplato continental earthquakes. In
Long's model the perturbation is caused primarily by the
movements of fluids instead of the slower mechanism of thermal
conduction. Long's (1988) model is based on a sequence of five
phases. In the first phase of a major intraplato earthquake, _the
hydraulic or thermal proporties of a portion of the continental
crust at Moho depths is disturbed. Such a disturbance could be
induced by the intrusion of a sill or by partial molting. In the
second phase the upward migration of fluids or heat from the area
of recent disturbanco corrodos the strength of the crust near the
brittle-ductilo transition. As a weakened central zone deforms
in response to regional stress during the third phase, stressos
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are concentrated in the surrounding rigid crust. The fourth
phase is the possible occurrence of a major earthquake when the
stress surrounding the weakened central zone exceeds the crustal
strength, either because the concentrated stresses are
anomalously high or because the dispersing fluids have spread and
weakened the crust outside the central zone. The final and fifth
phase in the occurrence of a major intraplate earthquake is an
extended aftershock sequence which concentrates near the fault
plane of the main event.

The. hypotheses of Long (1988) and Gettings (1988) are new in
their use of a perturbed brittle-ductile transition and have not
previously been confirmed by seismic data. In this study Long's
(1988) model is tested by examining the stresses surrounding
various shapes and sizes of a zone of crustal weakness within a
compressed elastic crust. The magnitudes and directions of the
principal stresses, which are computed using the finite element
technique, are used to ascertain regions of likely seismicity and
the relative location of strike-slip, normal and reverse focal
mechanism solutions. In this study an attempt will be made to
correlate the observed focal mechanism solution distribution for
southeastern Tennessee with these computed crustal stresses,

SEISMICITY OF SOUTHEASTERN TENNESSEE

A dominant feature of the seismicity of the southeastern
United States during the 1980's is the cluster of earthquakes in
southeastern Tennessee. The relocation of over 296 earthquakes
reveals a concentration of activity in the approximate center
(84.3*W, 35.7'N) of the southeastern Tennessee seismicity (Fig 1)
and fewer events in the surrounding elliptical seismic zone.
Smaller and less active concentrations are found to the northeast
near Maryville (84*W, 35.8'N) Tennessee (see Bollinger et al.,
1976) and to the southwest in northwest Georgia (Long et al.,
1986). Nearly continuous zones of seismicity extend from the
center to the southwestern concentration in Georgia. Continuous
linear zones of seismicity may also trend northwest across the
seismic zone. One such alignment is located at the southwestern
edge of the central cluster.

The directions -of first motion and SV/P amplitude ratios
were used to determine 41 single-event and two composite (two
event) focal mechanism solutions for earthquakes in southeastern
Tennessee and northern Georgia. The pertinent data for each
event are listed in Table 1. The average location precision for
two standard deviations is 5 km in depth and 3 km distance.
Events Vere in the magnitude range of 1.7 to 3.9. The
statistical estimate of confidence was developed by (Zelt, 1988)
as an extension to the method of focal mechanism determination
proposed by Guinn and Long, 1977. The significance is the
probability that the first motions are not a random distribution.
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in' significance is based on the number of points, a test of the
unirormity of the distribution of data points, the quality of the
first motions and a Chi-square estimate of the goodness-of-fit.
A confidenen level of 0.9 suggests a probability of 0.10 that the
observed first motione could be the result of random readings.

Over half of the focal mechenism solutions are strike slip
and consistent with the '14 focal mechanisms reported by Johnston
et al., 1985, and Teague et al., 1986. Of the rer.aining, eight
are strike slip with a normal or reverse component, six are
normal and five are reverse with a strike slip component. The
measure of confidence of the focal mechanism solutions verify
that for southeastern Tennessee and northwestern Georgia,
solutions with large normal and reverse components exist with the
same confidence level as the dominant strike-slip focal mechanism
solutions. The depths of focus range from just below the base of
the Faleozoic sediments at 8 km to 28.8 km and their average
depth is 15 km. Figure 1 shows the distribution of these events
with depth in a northeast-southwest profile. The average focal
depth for strike-slip earthquakes is below the avernge at 17.3 i
4.6 km. The average depth of earthquakes with normal or reverse
focal mechanism solutions occurred near the average depth.

The central seismic zone (Fig. 1 and 2) is sampled by 18
focal mechanism solutions. Fourteen of these 18 events are
either dominantly strike-slip or have a large strike-slip
component. The dip of the B axis can be used as a measure of the
deviation of the focal mechanism from pure strike slip. The dips
of the null-axes (Fig 3), indicate that the most prominent zone
of near-vertical dip, corresponding to pure strike-slip regimes,
is the central cluster of the central seismic zone near 35.55N
and 84.35W. This central cluster is flanked by regions of low
B-axis dips, thus regions of normal or reverse components in
their focal mechanisms. The two events that are anomalous in the
central zonc are shallow. Events further to the west and to the
south-southwest are also nearly pure strike slip, but there are
insufficient events to define anomalous focal mechanisms
surrounding these events.

~ Focal mechanisms with prominent. normal or reverse components
are found near the outer edges of the central seismic zone. In
order to determine which of the low B-axis dip regions
corresponds to normal or reverse faulting, the dip of the tension
axis was subtracted from the dip of the pressure axis for each
solution (Fig. 4). Thie difference can range from -90,.

corresponding to a pure reverse fault, to +90, corresponding to a
pure normal fault. Values close to zero correspond to strike-slip
mechanisms or near-vertical movement on vertical faults. The
central cluster is dominated by strike slip faulting with reverse
faulting. The northeast and southwest edges of the central zone
are dominated by strike slip faulting with components of normal
faulting. The general pattern of focal mechanisms in the cluster
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of activity in southeastern Tennessee consists of earthquakes
with reverse faulting in a central zone flanked by zones of
normal faulting.

FINITE ELEMENT MODELS

Stress modeling in this study is based on the second order,
multivariate-finite element equations, outlined in Chapter 4.5 of

.

'

Reddy-(1984), with special emphasis on.the plane elastic
deformation of a linear elastic solid. The finite element-
technique divides the model space into a mesh of triangular-
elements which can approximate the physical properties of an
arbitrarily complex two-dimensional media. The plates in this
study are modeled using plane stress formalism in which the
thickness is small compared to the dimensions in the plane. The
meshes used in this study consisted of about 250 elements. The
-material-types used are all isotropic. No body forces are
applied and the model solutions are for elastic material
properties. All stress magnitudes are based on a regional
lithospheric stress of 3 MPA. Other values of stress can be
obtained by_ scaling-the computed stresses.

.

_The intent of the finite element modeling,is to estimate the;

distribution of stress at one instance during the third phase of
Long's (1988) mechanism for major intraplate earthquakes. The
distortion of weak crustal rock within a more rigid elastic crust
is simulated in-this study by assigning a lower Young's modulus
to the weak zone. The weak zones are given circular and
elliptical cross sections because these are expected to be
similar to sills and other intrusive bodies. We considered ,

smooth shapes appropriate for modeling the dispersion of fluids,
a possible mechanism for weakening the crust. Two zones of weak
material are used to simulate the geometry suggested by the focal
mechanisms in the crustal volume of southeastern Tennessee.

,

The_ boundary conditions are designed to simulate a plate i

~

under compression. The left boundary is constrained to.zero ;
displacement. A normal force applied to the right boundary was

i

L tapered near the corner, producing minor-irregularity in the
stress; field at the right edge. The side bot adaries are

| constrained to zero normal displacement but are free-to move
l tangential to the boundary. For the vertical cross sectivn, one
| side boundary was made a free surface with no stress. Also, the

L elastic constants were set to a function of. depth, leading to
| someLirregularity_in the stress field near.the right boundary.
o

The average compressive stress-of the entire _ grid is used to,

| simulate. crustal equilibrium without zones of-weakness. When
this average compressive stress is subtracted from the
compressive stress of each individual point, changes in the form
of plate extension and compression initiated by cruetal weakening
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can be estimated in the rigid plate. In evaluating stresses
available;for earthquakes occurring above the plate, changes in
| compressive stress in the plate may be more important than
absolute values in establishing patterns of normal or reverse
components.in the faulting.

Single Large circle

A single large_ circular zone provides a simple model for a
weak zone in'the lower. crust (Fig 5). The universally
compressive stress in both principal stress axis directions (Fig
6) is consistent with-the boundary conditions and applied
regional stress. The principal stresses exhibit changes in
direction and magnitude near the boundary of the weak zone.
Stresses vary by 50 percent near the boundary of the rigid
crustal material and are 240 percent higher than in the material
used to model the weak zone.. The stresses can be divided into
their deviatoric and dilatational components. The deviatoric
stresses (Fig. 7) describe the stress available for shear failure
in earthquakes. The regional compression and boundary
conditions require extension perpendicular to the applied stress
and compression parallel to the applied stress. Fig. 7 also
shows little change in the directions of principal stress within
the. weak zone. . The magnitude of deviatoric stress within the
weak zone.is only about 40 percent of the deviatoric stress on
the boundary of the weak zone and is determined by the arbitrary-
choice of reduced values of the elastic constants used to
simulate the weakened rock.-

The changes in dilatation provide a measure of the extension
Iy and compressionLof the plate surrounding a transient weak. zone.

Fig. 8 represents the dilatation at each point with the
'

dilatation of the entire grid subtracted. The geologic analogy
would be the weakening of a portion of the crust, which is in an
equilibrium state and a measure in change in compression or
extension of the plate induced by the weak zone. The stresses
indicate two zones of. compression which are-situated on the sides
of the weak zone normal to the applied stress. The magnitude of
the changeLis approximately twice the regional average.' -The
increased dilatation of the weak' zone should not be construed as
extension because the change in material _ properties controls _the
stress. :Instead, compression'and hence thrust faulting would be

: expected in the remaining strong rocks above the deformed weak
Tzone. The extension relative to a plate of uniform stress exists
outside the weak zone on the sides in line with the applied
stress. The extensional zones above-the plate would be zones
where normal faulting components would be expected in earthquake
focal mechanisms. The compressional zones would be zones where-
-earthquakes would exhibit components of reverse faulting.~

In_the. central zone, the stress levels must decrease in
parallel with the strength and are controlled by the distortion
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of the surrounding plate. Normally, compression is in line with
the regional stress and extension is normal to the applied
stress. Consequently, any carthquakes occurring within the weak
zone would have a vertical null axis and a strike slip focal
mechanism.

Two Adjacent Circles

The stress model for two adjacent circles was chosen to be
able to interpret the interaction of a system of sills or other
types of weak zones within the crust and to model multiple weak
zones delineated by focal mechanisms in southeastern Tennessee.
The general properties of the stress field are similar to those
of the single large circle. These general proporties include the
compression perpendicular to the applied stress and the relative
extension on the edges of the weak zone parallel to the applied
stress. The notable differences relate to increases in stress
contrast that are proportional to the fraction of the total width
of the model that contains the weaker material. For two circles
aligned parallel to the maximum compressive regional stress (Fig
9), 10 km wide separation zone between the two circles is not a
zone of stress concentration. The small separation allows a
continuous weak zone of low stress from one circle to the other.
Two circles aligned parallel to the regional stress, therefore,
behave like a single irregular)y shaped weak body.

For two circles aligned perpendicular to the applied stress,
the finite element model predicts stresses similar to those for
circles in line with the stress, except that the stress zone
separating the two circular zones shows stress concentrations
about 300 percent larger than in the surrounding clastic plate.
In the deviatoric stress (Fig. 10) the clastic material
separating the circles amplifies the applied stress instead of
being absorbed in the weak zone as it is in the case of the
circles aligned with the regional stress. The increased stress
within the separation is explained by the direct applicetion of
the applied stress to the narrow zone of strong rock separating
the two circles. Fiq. 10 shows a distinct central zones for
each weak zone surrou.ided by zones of higher stress. The
patterns of stress are thus distinctly different in the ,1cinity
of the weak zones and depend on the orientation of the on.aplax
weak zone in the regional stress-

Two circles located along a diagonal (45 degrees) relative to
the applied stress show zones of deviatoric stress concentrations
at the boundary of the circles including the zone separating the
two circles. The stresses are of the same magnitude found for
the other two-circle models. The deviatoric stresses (Fig. 11)
show that two circular weak zones oriented diagonally to the
applied stress remain independent zones of weakness and do not
merge into a continuous weak zone. However, the deviatoric
stresses on the connecting bridge are on the order of 100 percent
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greater than the average stress. This increase is significant in
that it suggests that irregularities within the central weak zone
can generate significantly anomalous deviatoric stresses. Also,
the diagonal orientation creates large intermediate zones of
neither compressive nor extensional character immediately next to
the circular weak zones. This can be seen to the right of the
top circular weak zone and to the left of the bottom circular
weak zone in Fig. 11. The diagonally aligned circles concentrate
stresses between the two weak zones and provides a complex
pattern of extensional and compressional zones.

Also, an ellipsoidal zone in various orientations was
examined to simulate a continuous linear weak zone in an applied
stress. The results are similar to those of the two adjacent
circles with the exception that stress concentrations on the
edges could be 50 percent greater. An ellipsoidal zone could
represent perturbation of the strength of a fault zone by fluids.
The deviatoric stresses for an ellipsoidal zone with its major
axis parallel to the applied stress show negligible contrast with
the surrounding stronger crust beside the weak zone. Stress
concentrations appear only along the boundaries, particularly at
the ends, of the ellipsoidal weak zone with its major axis
perpendicular to the direction of applied stress with magnitudes
similar to those of the two adjacent circles.

Crustal Perturbation in Vertical Profile

A perturbation of the strength of the lower crust leading to
elastic or viscous deformation affects the stresses in the
shallow crust. In order to evaluate the influence on stress
above the weak zone, a vertical profile was examined. The
surface sedimentary layers were added to assess the effects of
sediments on strass in this shallow crust (Fig. 12). The model
for the vertical profile differs from the model for crustal
inclusions examined previously in that the top of the sediments
is a free surface and the weak lower crust is simulated with
lower clastic constants similar to those in the central weak
zone. Also, the cross section is a two dimensional approximation
to the three dimensional geometry of a shallowing of the brittle-
ductile transition zone. The deviatoric stress (Fig. 13) shows a
concentration of shear stress above the zone of perturbation.
The deviatoric stresses are about 200 percent higher over a
weakened crust than in the surrounding crust. The 200 percent
increase is comparable to the largest shear stress observed in
the analysis of stress amplification in a horizontal plate; the
two weak zones at a diagonal to the applied stress. The
direction and magnitude of the principal stress axes favor
earthquakes on reverse faults above the weak zone. The low
stress levels in the sediments show that low-velocity sedimentary
basins are largely insulated from the stresses in the crust. The
dooper sedimentary basins could contribute to the amplification
of crustal stress by constricting the thickness of the stress
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channel. A large abrupt change.in crustal structure can thus-
concentrate-stress in one area, which in.this case is the zone
between the sediments and the top of the weak zone.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The combined inferences from stresses computed for a
horizontal plate and a vertical cross section are that the focal
mechanisms above the plate will exhibit stronger components of
reverse and normal faulting than earthquakes in the plate. The
orientation of principal axes and hence the inferred focal
mechanisms is controlled by ths central zone of weakened lower

'

,

crust (fig. 15). - In the weak zone of the horizontal plate the
. focal mechanisms should be strike slip. Stress concentrations at
the edge of the weak zone can cause deviations of up to 30
degrees in the orientation of the principal axes. Above the weak
zone,. thrust-or reverse motions are inferred. Above the plate
surrounding the weak zone the distortion in the plate predict a
pattern of extension perpendicular to the direction of greatest
compressional regional stress near the edges of the weak zone
parallel to the regional stress. Reverse faulting is expected
near_the edges of the weak zone normal to the regional field.

In. southeastern Tennessee a pattern of earthquake focal
mechanisms is observed that can be modeled-by a mid-crustal weak
zones:as illustrated in figure 15. Two weak zones oriented at 45
degrees to the regional compressional stress give a better fit,
but more focal mechanisms are needed to confirm the details. The
factors that support a crustal weak zone are as follows:

i-

| 1) The pattern of seismicity, defines a concentration of
activity in a central zone surrounded by lower levels of
seismicity.- The seismic zone is elongated to the northeast and
southwest.

-2).In.the. central zone the earthquakes below 15 km uniformly
have strike slip focal mechanisms with northeast-southwest
trending compressional axes. The stress model. suggests that the
stress _ directions in the weak zone should deviate only slightly
from the' regional stress field and that the null axis-should be
vertical.

.3) The shallow events above the weak zone show large. thrust
' components.- The stress model for a vertical section predicts
amplification above the weak zone.

4) All of the earthquakes in the central zone show some
thrust component in agreement with the models showing compression
in and above the weak zone.

5) The focal mechanisms for events surrounding the central
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zone depend on their position relative to the applied regional
stress. Events on the axis parallel to the regional stress show
a normal component in the predominantly strike slip focal
mechanisms, in agreement with the finite element stress model.
The few events on the axis perpendicular to the regional stress
show a thrust component. The decrease in seismicity on the axis

_

perpendicular to the regional stress is consistent with the
increased stress _ required to cause failure in a compressive
regime.

The stress model and the obcerved seismicity in southeastern
Tennessee may correspond to phase 3 of Long's (1988) five-phase
hypothesis for major intraplate earthquakes. In phase 3 the
weakened central zone is being deformed by regional compressive
stress and the surrounding elastic crust is bearing the load no
longer supported by the central zone. Tha regional compressive
stress is required since without a regional stress the
deformation of the central zone would not create the deviatoric
stresses for the earthquakes. A local weakening of the crust by
a perturbation of its hydraulic or thermal properties is required
in order to trigger the events in zones where the crust is
normally stronger.and to allow concentration of the seismicity in
limited seismic zones such as in southeastern Tennessee. In this
model the seismicity exists by virtue of a decrease in strength,
and not simply because a weak zone exists.

Variations in the P-axis orientation has sometimes been
ascribed to the preferential failure of preexisting planes of
weakness in a uniform stress field. The uniformity we observe
for focal mechanisms in the central zone argues for a direct
response to the direction of regional stress. The variations in
focal mechanisms for shallow events and those in the surrounding
clastic plate fit a pattern. Although existing faults may I

contribute to the scatter in our focal mechanisms in these zones,
the general pattern is that predicted by stress models for a
weakness in a plate subjected to regional stress.

The zone of weakness can be generated by perturbations in
the hydraulic properties and/or thermal properties of the lower
crust. Figure 15a is a simplified conceptual diagram showing the
strength of the crust in tensional and compressive tectonic
environments. A temperature increase (Fig. 15b) predicts a
shallowing of the brittle-ductile transition. An increase in
fluid content in the lower crust would create a localized
decrease in the frictional strength. The change is more
pronounced than that caused by a thermal perturbation and is also
more pronounced in zones of crustal extension. In the
southeastern Tennessee seismicity, the zones of predicted
extension are those exhibiting the greater level of seismicity
suggesting that a hydraulic perturbation is the more likely
explanation for the seismicity. Also, the greater time and
energy required to effect a thermal perturbation favor an
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explanation based on fluid movement.

The important conclusions from this analysis are as follows:

1) The focal mechanisms of earthquakes in southeastern-
Tennessee-fit a pattern predicted by stress _modeling of a zone of
weakness in~the lower crust.

2) The different orientations of focal mechanisms can be
explained by inhomogeneity in stress.

3) The seismicity in southeastern Tennessee can be
explained by a perturbation in the fluid properties of the lower
crust.
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TABLE I Earthquake locations and focal nochanisms.

Date origin Lat. Long. Dur. Depth i of Sig. Tension Presure Hull P-T
YrMoDa Tine North West Mag. ku pts, az. dip az. dip az dip

820130 12:39 '5.80 83.94 2.8 18.8 9 0.76 38 47 221 43 130 1 -4
820224 12:10 35.72 84.29 1.3 20.4 8 0.69 189 7 283 27 86 62 20
820905 10:11 35.21 94.51 3.2 8.4 12 0.86 138 2 229 24 44 66 22
820924 21:57 35.68 84.24 3.2 14.0 12 0.78 161 25 257 14 14 61 -11
821214 06:35 35.29 84.17 2.4 9.1 11 0.01 312 8 51 47 215 42 39
821215 02:27 35.75 84.22 2.1 19.2 9 0.65 252 57 13 18 112 26 -39
830118 05:09 35.58 84.27 2.3 11.2 11 0.71 335 49 71 6 166 40 -43
830129 18:08 36.12 83.74 2.1 20.7 10 0.91 322 31 220 20 102 52 -11
830304 14:03 35.60 84.34 2.3 8.0 7 0.71 53 20 150 17 277 63 -3
830316 09:13 35.22 84.55 2.6 16.9 6 0.71 327 8 234 16 83 72 8
830405 03:17 35.54 84.19 2.1 18.8 7 0.96 176 16 266 3 6 74 -13
830526 12:30 35.67 84.27 2.5 14.6 12 0.88 146 4 54 19 247 71 15
831016 22.02 35.06 84.55 2.5 19.8 12 0.84 348 24 82 9 191 64 -15
840207 06:32 35.65 84.64 1.8 20.4 7 0.71 19 2 289 1 172 88 -1
840525 10:15 35.60 84.62 2.0 24.1 11 0.87 319 34 110 53 219 14 19
840830 16:26 35.55 84.35 3.1 21.1 16 0.96 142 12 59 3 315 78 -9
840830 16:41 35.55 84.35 2.4 18.0 7 0.99 331 7 239 16 84 72 9
841009 11:54 34.77 85.19 3.5 15.0 22 0.78 298 6 29 7 168 81 1

841107 09:31 35.59 84.64 2.0 18.7 14 0.71 308 40 199 21 88 43 -19
850309 14:29 35.03 85.03 2.5 9.7 12 0.68 8 6 277 0 134 80 2

850312 13:04 35.87 83.57 2.0 25.6 12 0.82 311 7 218 16 64 72 9
850410 10:53 35.72 84.06 2.3 22.0 11 0.53 14 24 226 62 110 13 38
850420 04:21 35.48 84.56 2.5 9.4 13 0.78 20 1 151 89 290 1 88
850712 18:20 35.20 85.15 3.0 19.6 10 0.60 123 17 216 9 333 71 -8
850815 17:31 35.67 83.95 1.8 12.5 8 0.78 100 3 190 2 314 86 -1
850924 00:01 35.68 84.05 1.7 19.1 9 0.88 140 10 233 16 19 71 6
851220 15:15 34.93 84.76 2.9 9.3 7 0.68 329 0 236 81 59 9 81
860107 01:26 35.60 84.76 3.1 17.5 24 0.95 107 11 198 4 308 78 -7
860127 06:44 35.88 83.65 2.6 15.0 11 0.83 289 8 21 17 175 71 9
860419 07:40 35.19 85.51 3.0 21.0 27 0.91 183 9 280 35 81 53 26
860423 07:18 34.79 85.30 1.8 19.1 8 0.60 120 2 24 70 211 20 68
860519 23:46 35.53 84.54 2.6 9.7 14 0.67 284 11 16 15 159 71 4 ;
860602 07:46 35.43 84.50 2.5 18.6 14 0.87 132 32 31 17 277 53 -15 '

060624 19:22 35.98 83.94 2.8 28.8 14 0.67 131 1 40 41 222 49 40
860711 14:26 34.93 84.99 3.8 20.7 30 0.98 329 18 60 3 159 72 -15
860719 12:31 34.94 84.97 1.9 10.6 10 0.66 349 40 226 32 112 33 -8
860807 12:36 35.49 84.54 2.5 14.9 11 0.49 285 15 25 32 174 54 17
860819 20:51 36.26 85.01 2.9 20.0 13 0.73 112 20 244 62 15 19 42
861115 12:08 35.88 83.82 2.0 16.4 9 0.70 172 2 81 7 278 83 5
870112 18:56 35.50 84.25 2.1 14.8 9 0.85 320 23 121 65 227 7 42
870222 10:35 36.39 84.21 2.8 19.0 14 0.81 314 2 44 1 161 88 -1
870327 01:26 35.60 84.76 3.9 17.5 35 0.99 323 4 53 6 199 83 2
870901 23:02 35.51 84.40 3.2 16.9 17 0.99 304 20 41 18 170 63 -2

The significance measure is based on the number of points, the distribution!

| of data points, quality of first motions and SV/P ratios, and a Chi-square
! estinate of goodness-of-fit.
,
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